
From: Mary McKinnon Tara
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: 5 year spending plan for 2016 Measure D - Ultimate Trail, please retain rails
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:25:02 AM

Dear Commissioners,

Responding to the announcement in the 5/4/22 Santa Cruz Sentinel, I am expressing my very strong preference for
the Coastal Rail Trail project to pursue the “Ultimate” trail option, building the trail next to the rail line, and
retaining the rails for the future.

Congratulations on the progress of the Coastal Rail Trail so far!  What a wonderful thing to have in our community
—now and with possibilities for the future.

Best regards,

Mary McKinnon Tara
Resident of Santa Cruz since 1978

Santa Cruz, CA 95062



From: strim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Strimling
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Agenda Items 28 and 11: preseve the possibility of rail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:39:15 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Item 28 on the RTC's May 5 agenda is premature.  Please wait until the EIR on the rail corridor options is complete
before choosing  between the "interim trail" and "ultimate trail" for the Five Year Program.  The statement in the
staff report that RTC need not await the completion of the CEQA process is legally questionable.  Environmental
review of a project must be completed before an agency commits to the project.  Making the choice now of which of
the options to include in the Five-Year Program is an action that will set in motion other decisions and tantamount to
a commitment.  The decision is also premature and disrespectful of the public process because county voters will
provide their say  concerning the rail corridor in June when they vote on Measure D.  The staff report does not give
a good reason why the RTC must make this decision  at the May 5 meeting, one month ahead of the election.

However, if the RTC must decide between inclusion of the interim trail or ultimate trail in the Five-Year Funding
Program, please plan for and seek funding for the ultimate trail.  It is time for Santa Cruz County's transportation
network to develop 21st century solutions, including light rail.  Don't make the possibility of light rail infeasible by
choosing an interim trail plan that involves tearing out the tracks. 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Wendy Strimling

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2060



From: GD Fans
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Agenda item 2 measure D priorities
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:51:00 AM

Please prioritize the interim trail plan, the corridor is not wide enough at this time for trail and rail adjacency. Let’s
get a continuous paved path ASAP.

Bill Van Bloom
City of Santa Cruz

Sent from my iPad



From: jessevansfiddler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Evans
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Are You Listening? The Public Supports Rail AND Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:20:32 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Item 28 on the May 5 agenda. I don't get why the RTC is pushing the idea of the
Interim Trail so hard right now, with the election imminent. It gives the impression that the RTC is trying to sway
the election. It's an ugly look. It's especially unpleasant given that Electric Passenger Rail is already our Locally
Preferred Alternative and that public comment has consistently and overwhelmingly favored the combined Rail
AND Trail.

People who have taken the time to understand and comment on these issues over the years have been
overwhelmingly saying NO to railbanking. NO to adverse abandonment, NO to trail only. and YES to the Ultimate
Trail and the Electric Passenger Rail Locally Preferred Alternative. Please listen. Prioritize the Locally Preferred
Alternative. Direct staff to update the business plan with costs for small electric fast streetcars, so you can accept the
Busines Plan and staff can apply for rail grants. Stop pushing the Greenway/Interim Trail plan, which is directly
opposed to the Locally Preferred Alternative that the RTC unanimously chose after years of study and public
comment.

Also, I'd just like to say that the people of South County deserve better. It is insulting and offensive that the RTC
keeps on bringing up the idea of tearing out the tracks, especially now, when the state and federal funds for
passenger rail have increased so much. We need to stop walking away from these funding opportunities. We need to
stop throwing away our only option to invest in a clean, efficient, dedicated transit corridor, just so we can be more
competitive for highway widening grants. Your own studies show that highway widening will NOT reduce travel
times. And the sheer cost of highway widening is so incredibly huge...so much bigger than implementing rail transit,
it is an outrage that staff is pushing that plan at the cost of sacrificing clean electric rail transit.

Commissioner, at the end of the day, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now,
when the public is about to vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic. I also urge you to direct staff to
update the rail business plan, and for you to accept the plan so that staff can apply for passenger rail funding grants
and move forward with the Locally Preferred Alternative: RAIL AND TRAIL.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jessica Evans

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4227



From: picardemichele@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele Picard
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Bring us the Ultimate Trail!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:36:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Hello - I am writing this comment with regard to Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

These decisions feel premature and like they circumvent the voting process. The county vote for Measure D is in a
few weeks - making a decision concerning the rail corridor now cuts out the community it will affect.

I object completely to Item 28, in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (which is
essentially Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate
Trail’ (completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks).  We owe it to the children who will inherit this city to
build them a better future - not kick the decision down to their generation. And this Commission owes their
community a fair say in the matter.

I personally have great support for the "Ultimate Trail" plan, including continued completion of the trail.
Furthermore, I am in strong opposition to the Interim Trail, which has absolutely no place in our county. I am sick
and tired of watching Highway-1 become a parking lot in the weekday afternoons.

I also STRONGLY object to consent agenda Item 11, or otherwise canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro
bridge, which will impede freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michele Picard

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4531



From: laurelbecker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laurel Becker
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Best Rail & Trail for our Community
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:35:27 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

RE: Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda

Who pushed for this sneaky move?

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Laurel Becker

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9353



From: l-j-w@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Wilshusen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Coastal Rail Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 1:00:41 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Item 28 on the May 5 agenda. Why take action on this false choice now, or ever?

I object strongly to premature RTC decisions concerning the historic and well-located Coast Rail Line. Over half our
County's population lives within 1 mile of this existing transportation corridor. We should use this existing
transportation resource for PUBLIC transportation purposes: for the Coastal Rail AND Trail.

Widening Highway 1, and the promise of highway bus service, is a false hope that will waste at least another decade
or two and hundreds of millions of dollars as we sit in even more harmful and stressful traffic congestion. And all
this in the face of catastrophic planetary warming that's already on the path of drastically changing our Monterey
Bay environment for centuries to come.

I object strongly to Item 28 in which RTC Director is asking the Commission to decide now between the ‘Interim'
Trail - the 2022 Measure D "Greenway" notion that tearing out the rail tracks and building a new road will answer
all our prayers - and the many-times confirmed and reaffirmed Coastal Rail Trail project.

The "Interim" Trail and "Interim" Highway widening projects do not exist in any local Policy document nor in any
approved Policy of the RTC, region, State of California, or U.S. If the RTC votes in favor of "Interim" anything, it is
voting for a fantasy that will go nowhere.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Linda Wilshusen

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2816



From: bobvorce@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Vorce
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Tr
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:55:09 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Robert Vorce

  Wenatchee, WA 98801-1611



From: coonbay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Ignizio
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail Now!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:15:51 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor. 

Please, please, don't let Greenway have there way, fight fight fight!

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Ignizio

Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1957



From: tsmcdaniels13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tapati McDaniels
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail While Preserving Rail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:33:23 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

As an Iowa transplant I watched my hometown of Keokuk decline after losing passenger rail connections and
experiencing a highway bypass. Five railroads used to offer passenger service to and from Keokuk. Amtrak runs N
of Keokuk and the cities it serves prospered. It's made me keenly aware of the role transportation plays in a
community. Jobs and population gradually waned in a town once expected by wealthy industrialists to grow to a
moderate sized city given it's position on the Mississippi river and role in the Civil War. It is still known for its
National Cemetery. Nor is it the only Iowa city hoping to restore or rebuild rail connections.

I'd hate to see Santa Cruz miss this chance to preserve rail. Let's face it, we have a limited number of routes in and
out of Santa Cruz, and some of them are vulnerable mountain roads. I think back to the wildfire of 2020 and also the
horrific wildfire in Paradise. Having a rail transit option in event of fire and to help commuters who don't own cars
could not only benefit Santa Cruz and Watsonville, but also provide an additional mode of evacuation if needed. It's
always easier to keep and improve something, expanding on it, than it is to lose it and rebuild from scratch later.
Construction costs go nowhere but up.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Thank you for considering my views and observations from another town that lost rail and has paid dearly for it.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tapati McDaniels

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1107



From: jmtech@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Montoya
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:31:10 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear SCCRTC,

Please protect the future of transit equity.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Sincerely,

jm

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jim Montoya

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2758



From: bocuda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bonnie Gutierrez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:29:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

To the RTC Commissioners,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5th RTC meeting agenda. 

I ask that the RTC and staff stop making premature decisions concerning the rail corridor, especially just prior to the
Measure D election. It seems you are trying to remove the public voice.

For Agenda Item 28,  I request the Commission choose the ‘Ultimate Trail’  that includes the completion of the trail
alongside the existing tracks.  The Ultimate Trail allows the entire community to use the Rail-Trail Lines.    Some
community members can walk or ride a bike, e-bike or skate boards.  A larger population in the community require
a light-rail system due to vision issues and loss of drivers licenses. Many others have  physical issues that prevent
bike use. The Ultimate Trail plan provides transit for all of Santa Cruz County residents and is the equitable choice
to provide transportation for all!  Metro bus service will compliment the light-rail system for expanded access.

I object to consent agenda Item 11. that cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge. The grant funds are already
in place to pay for the repairs.  This will impede freight traffic that is now being used on that rail line. It seem a back
door move to stop Roaring Camp from continuing services.  Remove  item 11 from the consent agenda and place it
on a regular agenda item for another RTC meeting, so the community has the ability to speak to this issue.  Do not
remove the community voice!!

Keep the Ultimate Trail Plan and Do not harm the Roaring Camp operations!

Thank you, Bonnie Gutierrez

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Bonnie Gutierrez

La Selva Beach, CA 95076-1703



From: pepedavid63@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Pais
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:33:48 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Pais

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1501



From: LYNDAPHILLIPS@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynda Phillips
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:30:34 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda effecting the Rail-Trail corridor. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.  This has been submitted and approval for Santa Cruz County voters to speak up on their choice for
this important transportation decision that will greatly impact our future.

I strongly object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks).  This decision will be felt by every Santa Cruz County family
on a daily basis.  It is unconscionable to make this important decision WITHOUT hearing the voters voice.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail and is the true GREEN
transportation solution in Santa Cruz County and I am in STRONG Opposition to the Interim Trail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.  This is a short-sighted decision causing problems long-term for this community.

Lynda Phillips & Leighton Keeling
Boulder Creek, Ca

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lynda Phillips

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-0663



From: cyndimosher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Mosher
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:28:19 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Cynthia Mosher

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9448



From: kristin.bradham@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristin Bradham
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:17:50 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kristin Bradham

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4800



From: beletted@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Saks
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:14:47 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  I am a resident of Santa Cruz County and ask
that its history not be bulldozed into oblivion.  The city of Santa Cruz is a popular tourist destination because of rail. 
The first tourists arrived by rail and the Roaring Camp rail line is the last working example.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Daniel Saks

  Los Gatos, CA 95033-9201



From: jwaters831@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janette Waters
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:13:34 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Janette Waters

  Scotts Valley, CA 95066-2703



From: kim.iverson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Iverson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:05:23 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Transportation equity is needed now more than ever. We must look beyond automobile-centric solutions, and plan
solutions that will benefit more members of our community and attract visitors to our beautiful county.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kimberly Iverson

  Soquel, CA 95073-9683



From: gracevoss@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of grace voss
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:04:34 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

According to items #28 and #11 on the agenda for your May 5th meeting, you are changing horses in the middle of
the stream! By choosing a trail now, before voters in the June election may decide on either the ultimate or the
interim trail, you are ignoring the democratic process! You are casting aside all the hard work and expense of
campaigning by your voters during the past months!

Remember, if you make this decision prematurely, your voters may cast you aside when it comes time for your re-
election!

Why are you doing this? It's bad enough that the "Yes on D" folks ignore the fact that the interim trail is way more
expensive than the ultimate trail. It's bad enough to know that tearing up the RR tracks will lead to all kinds of land
title controversies once the RTC surrenders its right to the rail line, thus delaying the ultimate trail from resuming
construction that is already under way!

It is undemocratic to toss this crumb of an idea out to voters who have supported you in the past and who would like
to support you in the future! Shame on you!

Let the democratic process proceed according to the will of the people! Isn't that what distinguishes this country
from a dictatorship like Russia?

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
grace voss

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2857



From: Ann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Lopez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:03:26 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ann Lopez

  Felton, CA 95018-9267



From: tifrank@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tim Frank
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:52:58 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Santa Cruz County is a progressive and forward thinking community of which I am a proud member! The rail &
train along with the pedestrian and bike path is a great and valuable addition to our wonderful community! Please
support this worthy plan!

Sincerely, Tim Frank

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tim Frank

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1119



From: jrderooy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Lazar
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:16:32 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

The future of this county increasing mass public transit is really important to me. We must provide alternatives to
automobile transit and both locally and in our state, for the climate and for affordability and for equitable access. We
need to keep working on the trail alongside the train. If the train existed now, I would use the train for work - I work
in Watsonville and live in Soquel. I have a reverse commute so it’s not even the traffic! Plus, rail transit across the
state are increasing — elimination of the tracks would be a move in the wrong direction. I will vote against re-
election of my district county supervisor, Manu Koenig, if he votes for the resolution in favor of railbanking.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jessica Lazar

  Soquel, CA 95073-9725



From: coralreef887@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Coral Brune
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:50:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear Rt Commissioners

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

We of Friends of the Rail Trail, and as  multi generational Santa Cruz residents appreciate the fact a railroad can
keep a potential transportation avenue but destroying the tracks cannot. We have walked nearly 27 miles along the
tracks and view the trail beside them as a great opportunity for use in hiking, biking and use for people who prefer
walking in beautiful settings such as seen in our county.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,

Coral Brune

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Coral Brune

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1761



From: jimbow 1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of james bowen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:49:24 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
james bowen

Los Gatos, CA 95033-9704



From: rluba@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russell Luba
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:48:53 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Russell Luba

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3444



From: lisamiroyan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Miroyan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:46:53 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Peter Miroyan

  Soquel, CA 95073-2918



From: lisamiroyan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Miroyan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:46:05 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lisa Miroyan

  Soquel, CA 95073-2918



From: reddoll@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Aker
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:39:41 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kimberly Aker

  Oakland, CA 94608-4317



From: nolongerinkansas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Fagan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:35:21 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Terry Fagan

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4322



From: marciniega09@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martha Arciniega
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:33:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Martha Arciniega

  Freedom, CA 95019-1239



From: jeannehatch331@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanne Hatch
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:31:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Roaring Camp has been and continues to be a wildly successful San Lorenzo Valley attraction, both to tourists and
locals.  A typical day at Roaring Camp can find people from all over the world who have travelled to our beautiful
valley just to experience the wonders offered by the historically-themed train rides through the primeval redwood
forest.

Founded by Norman Clark in the 1960's and run by his daughter Melanie, Roaring Camp is a truly unique
destination for recreation, education and special events.  From themed productions to weddings and various
celebrations, this very special place provides value to tens of thousands of people every year.  As a community, we
should strive to support this treasure for future generations to enjoy and benefit from the vision that Norman Clark
brought into existence in his lifetime.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jeanne Hatch

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9706



From: aaronjclegg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Aaron Clegg
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:29:48 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Aaron Clegg

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5830



From: kimiveshicks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of KIM Hicks
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:05:18 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
KIM Hicks

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1014



From: caseyrose6@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Casey Carlson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:29:48 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

We need a train in Santa Cruz County, don't undercut our future!

Thanks

Casey Carlson

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Casey Carlson

  La Selva Beach, CA 95076-1639



From: tesswaldo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tess Waldo
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:29:01 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tess Waldo

  Watsonville, CA 95076-8514



From: jcpaten@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonah Paten
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:25:26 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the Interim Trail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jonah Paten

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2049



From: key.darren@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Darren Key
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:25:01 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I STRONGLY support the "Ultimate Trail" plan. I strongly object to anti-democratic Items 28 and 11 on the May 5
agenda. Do the right thing and move forward with the existing plan by supporting the "Ultimate Trail" plan.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Darren Key

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3276



From: gft101@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gary Tritt
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:24:17 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

It is time to use reasonable sense over reactionary politics.  Why, I ask Why would we remove rail track that could
potentially be used for light rail traffic in the future?  I strongly suppoort creating bikeways and trails, but let us
remember that the future is here and if we destroy what could be used in the future as in Measure D costs will again
be there to bring back what we had.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Gary Tritt

  Soquel, CA 95073-9437



From: donlillard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donald Lillard
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:18:17 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Donald Lillard

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9233



From: ad003am@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adam Hensleigh
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:15:58 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Adam Hensleigh

  Felton, CA 95018-9728



From: perplexedprimate@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Merrill
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:11:59 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michelle Merrill

 Capitola, CA 95010-3601



From: smokinoke@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris O"Connell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:11:13 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Chris O'Connell

  Capitola, CA 95010-3436



From: ascardoso@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sergio Cardoso
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:08:22 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sergio Cardoso

  Aptos, CA 95003-3147



From: seausiello@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Ausiello
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:03:41 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sarah Ausiello

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065



From: dsheehan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dani Sheehan-Meyer
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:05:24 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

What happens in Santa Cruz could affect policy in the entire state!

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dani Sheehan-Meyer

  Sebastopol, CA 95472-2657



From: maryreynolds9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Reynolds
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:01:56 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mary Reynolds

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5948



From: paulaleroy7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paula LeRoy-Antaki
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:58:54 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I understand people's impatience that led them to initiate Measure D, we need action now but NOT to destroy the
rails, instead to build the rail + trail system now. I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

If we lose Roaring Camp our community will be irreversibly damaged.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Paula LeRoy-Antaki

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3347



From: maku@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Anne Kramer-Urner
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:55:53 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Please Do Not move to the “Interim Trail”. It is exactly the wrong direction for our community and its future transit
needs.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Sincerely,
Mary Anne Kramer-Urner

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mary Anne Kramer-Urner

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5915



From: jimm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Mulherin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:49:54 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
James Mulherin

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3152



From: natevillaume@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nathaniel Villaume
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:44:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Nathaniel Villaume

  Foster City, CA 94404-3942



From: dhollingshead1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Hollingshead
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:43:59 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Diane Hollingshead

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3684



From: tom.r.haid@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Haid
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:42:44 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tom Haid

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4240



From: clarknag@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eileen Clark-Nagaoka
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:42:37 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am a resident of Watsonville and I desperately want reliable, fast transportation options for those of us living in
south Santa Cruz County. As you all know, the traffic going north on the freeway in the morning and late afternoon
is almost at a standstill for several hours. With the climate warming more quickly than anticipated, traffic congestion
of this kind is unconscionable as well as punishing to south county residents.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Eileen Clark-Nagaoka

  Watsonville, CA 95076-3225



From: lesl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of LESLEY LATHROP
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:42:11 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
LESLEY LATHROP

Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1014



From: farmorganic@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Baier
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:59:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Keep the tracks, build the trail, and preserve ALL of our future options!

Measure D, or its proposed, pre-emptive work-around, seems like telling all the teenagers that they probably would
not make very good parents right now, and children are too expensive and obsolete anyway, so they should all be
sterilized right now.

Okay, that's an exaggeration. But honestly, I don't understand how tearing out the tracks and losing one of our
county's only two transportation corridors could be in the public interest. We need EVERY reasonable
transportation option for the future. I am interested in reducing climate change and providing equitable access to
efficient transportation. Aren't you? If not, why not?

Who is behind this? Where does the money come from? Whose interests could be served by this? Is it possible that
someone is trying to privatize the land and restrict public access to this vital corridor? It just doesn't smell right!
Why? Why? Why? Why? Why?

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ann Baier

  Soquel, CA 95073-9663



From: jkgriffith2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacquelyn Griffith
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:37:59 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to your body making decisions
concerning the rail corridor. This is Far too consequential a decision for you not to allow the democratic process!

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).  The RTC itself informs us that tearing out the tracks like the “Interim Trail” and
measure D require would cost us $12 million More dollars PER MILE to Ever have them restored and have electric
passenger rail between Santa Cruz and Watsonville.  At the rate Santa Cruz alone is adding apartments, often
without parking spaces, green rail transportation will become ever more financially viable for residents and a draw
for tourists too with our many months of fine weather. 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jacquelyn Griffith

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3125



From: shelly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelly DAmour
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:36:08 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

It is absolutely OUTRAGEOUS that you would vote on this matter now when there is a measure on the ballot.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Shelly DAmour

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2740



From: kristafmyers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Krista Myers
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:35:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Krista Myers

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5351



From: marcia2435@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marcia Heath
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:31:49 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Marcia Heath

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4237



From: arnie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Arnold Arcolio
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:31:26 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Arnold Arcolio

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3553



From: blissrowland@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bliss Rowland
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:28:50 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Bliss Rowland

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3319



From: cawaterbug@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Haley MCCOWN
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:19:58 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Haley MCCOWN

 Felton,  98018



From: mann street@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Manny Street
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:53:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Don't let Greenway force your hand SCCRTC!

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Manny Street

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2758



From: scottjason@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Hernandez-Jason
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:52:32 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Scott Hernandez-Jason

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1864



From: bradburkhart13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brad Burkhart
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:39:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brad Burkhart

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2429



From: megan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Megan Clemens
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:38:32 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Thanks for reading my request,
Megan Clemens, Santa Cruz mom

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Megan Clemens

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3607



From: srchp1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Carlson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:02:11 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

   Any action that fails to understand the value of rail in the future is wasteful and short sighted.
Keep the rail/trail as planned.  No short cuts. Do it right.

Preserve a working future for the Monterey Bay and California.

Steve Carlson

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Steve Carlson

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6126



From: dan.degrassi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan deGrassi
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Comments on Items 28 and 11
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:36:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear Commisioners, Regarding Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Please table Item 28 until after the election.

However, if the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. It will be very
short-sighted and detrimental to the environmental and economic sell being of the residents and businesses of the
county to forever ban rail transport in the county. Rail-banking is no guarantee for the potential of rail transport. I
consider it mainly to be a smokescreen. Sounds good, but how likely is it to come to fruition. It makes an easy out.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, please do not cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge. This bridge is
actively in use by Watsonville freight rail customers served by Roaring Camp. Remove this item from the consent
agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done
ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail Plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Thank you,
Dan deGrassi

Santa Cruz

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dan deGrassi

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1033



From: tnoddy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom McAllister
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Complete the Ultimate Trail. Repair the tracks
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:37:30 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Hello, I'm writing with an objection to items numbered 11 and 28 on your May 5th agenda wherein it is suggested
that the voters will be preempted by deciding for them just before they can reach the ballot to vote on Measure D.

Complete the "ultimate trail" and stop this insult. 

The Interim Trail plan is a transparent political trick and I object. I also object to consent agenda Item 11. Do the
repairs.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tom McAllister

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2740



From: kctejada13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kenneth Tejada
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Concerns about the May 5th Agenda and the state of public transportation in Santa Cruz County
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:05:05 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

It appears that all of you are content with requiring us to drive through Highway 1 and Soquel Dr to get anywhere,
since this is the second time in the past few months you've tried to eliminate the possibility of rail service.  One has
to wonder if the oil companies have you on payroll.  It would explain why Item 28 and 11 are on the May 5th
agenda.

You are attempting to bypass the vote on on the Rail and Trial issue with Item 28.  Specifically, you're trying to
implement the goals of the deceptive Measure D ahead of the vote.  Is it because you're suddenly afraid the voters
might see through the fancy, glossy, and omnipresent signs the Yes on D supporters blanketed the county with and
vote it down?  Wait until the votes are in before pushing this.  The vote is only a few weeks away, wait until
afterwards.

But if you're going to proceed on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is
bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile (making this a
terrible waste of county funds and showing that this has NOTHING to do with so-called fiscal conservatism).  It
would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring
Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end.  Abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise
when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail
with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best
serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and
track demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.  Proponents of railbanking always say "it means you can
build the rails back," but in reality, it's a way to feel good about destroying a rail corridor.  Railbanking is the like
the Bush-era "Clean Air Act," in that it does the exact opposite of what it claims to do.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping both our tracks and trail.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

As for Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the availability of a
$500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail customers served by
Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the line. I urge you to pull
this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant funding to get the most
critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Tejada

Watsonville, CA 95076-1117



From: wb6dwp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pureheart Steinbruner
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Consent agenda? Really?
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:15:49 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Please repair the Pajaro bridge and the tracks from Watsonville to Santa Cruz in general.

This was *promised* to Roaring Camp when they (apparently foolishly) believed the RTC and gave up their first
right of refusal.

And even though I'm disappointed that Measure D got on the ballot at all, don't take any rail related actions until
after that vote, ok?

Sheesh.  This has been going on for decades and all you've done are studies.  What a colossal waste.

Sincerely,
Pureheart Steinbruner
Aptos, CA

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Pureheart Steinbruner

  Aptos, CA 95003-2503



From: maggiemerrell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maggie Duncan-Merrell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: DO NOT REMOVE THE RR TRACKS!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:43:49 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing today regarding Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Santa Cruz County voters are only few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature
decisions concerning the rail corridor.

I STRONGLY object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 
I fully support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition to
the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Sincerely,

Maggie Duncan-Merrell

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Maggie Duncan-Merrell

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3341



From: cindy3g@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cindy Garay
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: DON’T TAKE OUR VOTING RIGHTS AWAY!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:50:23 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

PLEASE LEAVE THIS ISSUE UP TO THE VOTERS!

Sincerely,
Cindy Garay
Ben Lomond, CA

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Cindy Garay

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9667



From: donna@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Maurillo
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Do NOT get rid of our rail option!!!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:08:02 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Re: May 5 Agenda Items 28 and 11

I definitely object to any decisions that will preempt Ballot Measure D in the voting booth. This would be grossly
unfair to residents of Santa Cruz County. We value our voting rights, and we value our right to have a say in the
outcome of this measure. Asking the RTC to make this decision for us is an insult. We voters are not children who
cannot make informed decisions.

For the record, I am voting NO on Measure D because it would be wrong to remove one of our transportation
options. We all know that railbanking is a misnomer... that there is no such thing as removing rails only to replace
them at a later date. It does not happen, and those of us who have studied transportation management (it's my
master's degree) know this.

Widening highways relieves congestion for only about a year. (Remember how we thought that widening Highway
One would solve congestion? Have you driven it lately during commute hours?) If highway widening really solved
traffic issues, then LA and Orange Counties would be flowing freely today. And they are not.

Whether we build an electric rail line now or in the future is immaterial. But we should NOT remove one of those
options forever. We need to keep our options open.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Donna Maurillo

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4626



From: liz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Sanchez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Don"t ever pull up the rail! Build the Ultimate Trail!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:52:44 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.

Rail is the key to our future transportation needs, we mustn't make it difficult to build for the future.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Sanchez

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1243



From: revmckenney@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Lou McKenney
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Don"t take vote away from the public
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:56:49 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mary Lou McKenney

La Selva Beach, CA 95076-1786



From: shut.geisha 0g@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Dean
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Don’t leave our kids with a balloon payment of $175 million
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:29:37 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

It’s also premature to choose either EIR alternative before the EIR is completed.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim plan will saddle the future with more expenses than if we choose the ultimate trail now. Don’t leave our
kids with a huge balloon payment when rail transit is treated as the priority it should be.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Dean

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1617



From: tachyon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tané Tachyon
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Finish building our award-winning "Ultimate Trail" that is already partly completed, and save our rail!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:48:58 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I'm writing to you about items 28 and 11 on tomorrow's RTC meeting agenda:

Re item 28, I strongly urge you to do one of these two things:

(1) Vote YES on what you are calling "Ultimate Trail" -- finishing completing all the trail segments of our award-
winning already-partly-completed rail trail while preserving our valuable publicly-owned railroad tracks
infrastructure for future clean green electric light rail and linking up with the expanding statewide rail system, or
(2) Put the vote off until a later date.

The "Interim Trail" option needs to be soundly rejected as yet another "Greenway" euphemism for destroying our
railroad tracks, bringing our trail construction to a halt, forcing the county to repay the grant used to purchase our
entire 32-mile rail corridor due to it no longer being readied for rail use as promised, and the feds getting hit with
lawsuits from rail-adjacent property owners wanting more easements money due to the change in the status of the
rail corridor.

Re item 11, I strongly urge you to vote NO on canceling planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, thereby impeding
freight traffic now using the line. I would like to draw your attention to this January Roaring Camp press release --
https://www.roaringcamp.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Roaring-Camp-response-press-rls-1.26.22.pdf -- which
does a good job of explaining many relevant issues here including the harms resulting from the RTC's repeated
failures to maintain and repair our publicly-owned rail infrastructure as you were directed/funded to do in the 2016
Measure D. Seriously, you need to do your jobs here instead of trying to blow them off with harmful items like this.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tané Tachyon

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5840



From: moffermann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Offermann
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Finish the trail and get to work on the rail.
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:19:07 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I want to see the trail which is already serving the West side of Santa Cruz extended the length of the county. We
need a traffic-free way to move from place to place, be it for errands or for pleasure. We also need a light rail to
move as many people as possible for their daily commutes. It is unconscionable even to imagine denying those who
cannot live where they work the safest, cleanest, and quickest transit coming and going to work.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

Complete the work you have been assigned to on the trail and the rail. You are ostensibly the REGIONAL
Transportation Committee; do your job to serve the entire region.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Rail and Trail serves everybody, not just a select few.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mary Offermann

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2206



From: C21DeNaul@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Connie DeNault
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: I Do No Like Your "Work Around" on Measure D - Let the people continue to vote
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 6:36:21 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

I visit Portland Oregon frequently and  have no need for a car while I am there because of their excellent public
transportation system. It took time and money, but the government and the tax payers made it happen decade by
decade with a plan and a vision.  We deserve that here in Santa Cruz County.

Sincerely,
Connie DeNault
Ben Lomond California

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Connie DeNault

 Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9747



From: santacruztejana@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margie Biddick
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: I Strongly Support the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:01:02 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5, 2022 RTC meeting agenda.

I support the Ultimate Trail.  I believe in keeping all options open going forward in efforts to reduce our carbon
footprint. The interim plan would interrupt, if not end, our progress toward finishing the trail and keeping the rail. It
would also eliminate Santa Cruz County from State and Federal efforts to protect rail transit. I also have concerns
about how the interim plan and item 11 on the agenda would severely impact Roaring Camp.

I do NOT support the interim trail plan.

Sincerely,
-Margie Biddick

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Margie Biddick

Aptos, CA 95003-5304



From: rosie.giannetto@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rose Giannetto
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: I Want You to Support Passenger Rail Alongside the Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:42:34 AM

Dear RTC Commissioner,

My name is Rose Giannetto, and I want you to support moving forward with electric passenger rail.

Hello,
My name is Rose Giannetto and I want rail transit because it will let me bypass highway congestion and help get
low income people,  people without cars, and senior citizens to where they need to go reliably, quickly, and without
adding to global warming.  This includes, families getting to Dr. appts. ,  visiting relatives across town, shopping
etc...

It is a better solution for the community in general as far as utilizing existing structures.  Add the bike trail, too. 
Families won't use the bike trails except for recreation.  The rail can be used by families and the disabled. 
There are more "families" will use the rail. There are  benefits to having both Rail and trail and both interest groups
are included.

Rose Giannetto

Please encourage the RTC staff to apply for grants for the preliminary design and engineering and for the EIR.  

Thank you for your work on the RTC to improve transportation in Santa Cruz County.

Sincerely,
Rose Giannetto

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1948



From: ahayespobox@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Hayes
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: I am opposed to the Interim Trail plan and I am in favor of making repairs to the Pajaro Bridge
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:52:48 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I am OPPOSED to the Interim Trail plan. I believe we should keep our rail lines in place, and build electric light rail
that would serve commuter to/from South County and relieve congestion on Highway 1.

I am IN FAVOR of making repairs to the Pajaro Bridge, in order to keep existing rail lines running.

Thank you.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Anne Hayes

  Corralitos, CA 95076-0241



From: CherWight@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cheryl Wightman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: I strongly support keeping and repairing rail lines and integrating trail and electric rail together; the Ultimate

Rail/trail plan. We need to pursue funding from federal and state to restore and repair the rail l. .
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:34:40 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Cheryl Wightman

  Capitola, CA 95010-3480



From: lindag 52@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Garfield
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: I support Rail and Trail + Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:31:03 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear Commissioners,

I live in Boulder Creek. Roaring Camp is a part of our community. I don't want anything to interfere with their
ability to utilize their right of way in regards to moving freight in Watsonville. The Pajaro River Bridge is essential
to their needs and must be repaired as planned. Although diesel trains, as transportation, aren't the future, they can
be an interim solution until the tracks can be electrified.
I support the Rail + Trail plan. Do not tear out the tracks. The tracks are highly engineered, and the steel can be
reclaimed to build a smaller rail line if so desired.  A bike trail is nice, but it will only serve a niche community of
bike riders. Many of us senior citizens are unable to ride for various reasons. We need a public transportation system
that serves all. And a bike trail to serve those that can use it. Both--side by side.

Re: Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Linda Garfield

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-8707



From: debnull@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deb Berkson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: I vote for the Ultimate Trail -- Do NOT create an interim trail - let the voters decide on D before you change

ANYTHING!!!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:00:20 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Deb Berkson

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3512



From: tksilveira@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Theresa Kepple
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: I want a RAIL and Trail!!!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:46:47 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Why are you trying to force a decision now, - by adding an agenda item to the meeting? There is a vote on the Rail
and Trail in just a few weeks.  Once you realize (the vote will tell) that the majority of the county is behind the
RAIL and trail, you will know you have support.

And if you STILL try to push this through, please choose the Ultimate Trail.  The temporary interim trail is
expensive and a make-shift plan. The costs would sky-rocket.  And I also support Roaring Camp and their business,
and this Interim Trail does not.   Please support the Ultimate Trail option.

Please wait until after the election. Voters have the right to have their voice heard.

And please repair the Pajaro bridge with the available $500K grant. RTC is responsible for repairs on the line.
Please follow through with your responsibility.  Take consent Item 11 off the agenda. Please use the grant to do the
repairs.  Thank you.

I appreciate you considering my opinion.

Thanks,
Theresa

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Theresa Kepple

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3211



From: Ronnie Record
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Input on Options for Using 2016 Measure D Funds
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:24:28 PM

Greetings,

I am a longtime resident of Santa Cruz. I am writing to express my support for using 2016 Measure D revenues for:

* Highway 1 Bus-on-Shoulder facilities

and

* Coastal Trail on the rail line along with rail banking

Please consider the enormous expense to the taxpayers of Santa Cruz County should a passenger rail service be
adopted here.

We do not want nor do we need nor can we afford rail service in this county. Rail banking can preserve future
options while we convert the rail bed into a trail sufficiently wide to support separate lanes for pedestrian and bike
traffic.

Thanks for accepting my input,

Ronald Record

Santa Cruz, CA 95060



From: the.earth.needs.small.families@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Keresha Durham
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Invest in a Truly Green Future -Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:04:40 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.

Please invest in the a truly green future!   We need a better form of public transit like the SMART train from San
Rafael to Sonoma!  As a car-free bike commuter, I know most people can not commute on a bike trail from
Watsonville to Santa Cruz all 16 miles!!   Buses and electric cars will just add to our increasing traffic problem. Our
county needs passenger rail and rail to carry some freight, it is the most economical way to carry people and all their
stuff.

 I object strongly to premature decisions concerning the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Local environmentalist and educator since 1981,
Keresha Durham

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Keresha Durham

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4233



From: pbradley2004@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paula Bradley
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Item #28 -Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:46:49 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring rail banking and tearing out the tracks. I support the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the trail alongside the
existing tracks). 

Rail banking will not only allow the tracks to be removed, it will open up to property owners with an easement to
apply for federal funds (tax payers $). To think for a minute, that to spend millions to remove the tracks, build a
temporary trail, demo the trail and build new tracks and bridges in the future makes sense or is realistic. Don't
disregard the conclusions of the RTC study and keep proceed with the approved rail & trail option of an e-passenger
train in the county's best interest! We need to keep the rail corridor for public transit not just build a recreational trail
that will delay the approved rail trail

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the Interim Trail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Paula Bradley

Capitola, CA 95010-3514



From: barry@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barry Scott
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Item 28: Allocate Funding for the Approved MBSST Trail Plan, not Interim.
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:27:04 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Failure to include funding for new rail bridges necessitated by highway expansion is unacceptable and in conflict
with years of study and public input.

To be faithful to your constituents, you must reject interim temporary plans that remove the rail line as it would be
impossible to restore the line.   The FRA explained this when visiting the branch line. 

Do not put an interim trail above the needs of our community for continued use of the rail line for freight and transit,
build the Ultimate trail now, we don't have time to put this work and costs on our children.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail.

The Interim Trail is bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per
mile.  It would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on
Roaring Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a
betrayal of our promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement
Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data
showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in
forced abandonment and track demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Barry Scott

 Aptos, CA 95003-4632



From: mfjlaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Johannessen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Item 28: Select Scenario 2 - Provides best alternatives for seniors and folks with limited abilities
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:26:46 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am a member of the Santa Cruz County Senior Commission and an at large member of the Area Agency on Aging
Advisory Council. Seniors and folks with limited abilities face many obstacles in our community, and transportation
is a critical issue for seniors and folks with limited physical abilities  - the lack of adequate transportation can lead to
isolation and inability to seek basic services.

Regarding Item 28 of the RTC's May 5, 2022 agenda, initially, how does it make sense to hear this item when the
issues surrounding the use of the rail corridor are the subject of a measure set to be voted on next month in June??
The RTC has planned for the use of this corridor for decades, and studies have shown the preferred alternative is a
rail and a trail. Why would the RTC throw out all of that work, and waste the money of taxpayers in funding those
past studies, by putting the issue of the rail corridor to a vote before the community has a chance to chime in??

There are essentially two corridors where high density transit is possible in our county - Highway 1 and the Santa
Cruz Branch Line rail easement. Highway 1 has significant limitations restricting expansion. The rail line offers the
best opportunity to develop high density transit along with transit oriented development along the line to provide
housing and services especially for those living within 1/2 mile from the line. Again, these issues are being
discussed in connection with the Measure D (Greenway) debate which is up for a public vote next month.

In addition, it is not realistic to assume a trail-only option would be useful for day to day activities for the at-large
community of folks with limited abilities, including many seniors.  Bicycles can be problematic for those at risk for
falls, the distance to services along the line to too far to walk for many folks. South County seniors and folks with
limited abilities would only be able to use a trail for limited recreation and would not be able to access services and
housing in Santa Cruz. In addition, the introduction of e-bikes, which can travel up to 25 MPH, would create
additional hazards for those using the trail, including folk in wheelchairs and using other assistance devices.

The AAA Advisory Council is working with the county on an Age Friendly Plan. As the Age Friendly Plan takes
form, it seems unwise to prematurely limit transportation options for our community members and take many transit
and housing options off the table.

Thanks,

Mark Johannessen

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mark Johannessen

  Aptos, CA 95003-5010



From: claire4peace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claire Paul
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 11 & 28: Repair the Bridge, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:34:33 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Claire Paul

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2219



From: magi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margaret Bollock
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Build the Ultimate Trail, Repair Tracks
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:22:45 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 simply bypasses the will of the voters. Table it now.  We need both Rail and Trail.

It's not right to do an end-run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail
when this issue is going to the polls in just a few weeks.

Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail would
increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the Commission to
engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very possibly might
fail in the end.

If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when we bought the rail line.
Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC
chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the transportation needs of
everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track demolition it would hurt
Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Moreover, the Pajaro bridge, in consent item 11, is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail customers served by
Roaring Camp. Staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the availability of a
$500,000 grant budget for repairs.

The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the line. I urge you to pull this item off the
consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant funding to get the most critical bridge repairs
done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Margaret Bollock

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3365



From: gail@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail McCredie
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:00:20 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

With regards to Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Gail McCredie

Aptos, CA 95003-9300



From: djevans4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Evans
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Don"t Supplant the Electoral Process (Meas D) & Protect Our Rail AND Trail Access
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:56:53 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I've lived fulltime in Santa Cruz for 18 years.  I'm an avid cyclist, sailor, hiker.  I care about our community, our
environment and our futures.  This is a democracy led by citizens - not a bureaucracy led by staff.  Our public staffs
are crucial to implementing the will of the people - but not setting it. 

Do not let Item 28 supplant the electoral process of Measure D prematurely. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

I support this approach and strongly urge you NOT to supplant the democratic process by pre-emptive action.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

Thank you - Dave Evans, Santa Cruz

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Evans

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6531



From: messages0707@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Yakeen Qawasmeh
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Please Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:05:28 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Yakeen Qawasmeh

  Felton, CA 95018-9630



From: julia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julia Sauer
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: REPAIR THE TRACKS, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:57:15 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Regarding Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Why on earth is Item 28 on the agenda? Itseems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and
Trail. It's not right to do an end-run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim
Trail when this issue is going to the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election. Given that a
small number of well-connected people are trying to do an end-run around voters, this seems highly suspicious.

 But if the commission feels it must act on Item 28 instead of tabling it until after the June 7 vote, please choose the
Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is absurd, an example of very bad, expensive, nonsensical planning. It increases the
cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It requires the Commission to engage in a messy,
drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If
successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing
out tracks hurts the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our
Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in
the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track demolition it would hurt Roaring
Camp’s business. This not only hurts a local business, it punches a hole in our tourism industry. It is frankly stupid.

The Ultimate Trail option keeps the rail and continues the trail. HOWEVER, I urge you to TABLE THIS ITEM
until after the election.

Making the decision now, when the public is about to vote on this issue, is unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP. THANK YOU!

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Julia Sauer

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9752



From: aeasley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Easley
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Regarding repairing the Tracks and Building the ULTIMATE Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:46:44 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

This is in regards to Items 28 and 11 on Thursday, the 5th of the May's agenda. 

I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.

Please table item 28 until after the election and let the people have a voice in this critically important issue. Making
the decision now, when the public is about to vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Or, if you must act on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. Please. For the future of our
community.

Regarding agenda Item 11, the Pajaro bridge is actively in use. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda
and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Anne Easley

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1409



From: hpjeannie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Hobbs
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:33:42 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Donna Hobbs

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9620



From: mshannon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shannon McCord
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:21:01 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Shannon McCord

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3543



From: krusmore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kaki Rusmore
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:18:14 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.  RTC's studies also show that electric passenger rail is best
for the environmet, best for our economy, and would increase Metro use by 20,000 rides per year. 

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kaki Rusmore

  Aptos, CA 95003-3115



From: nicolerubio84@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicole Lovos Rubio
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:17:43 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

PLEASE,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

THANK YOU SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO MUCH!!

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Nicole Lovos Rubio

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9673



From: deom123@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dorothy Mayeda
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:15:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I passionately believe that we need to support all members of our community. We have voted to support the rail and
trail three times in this county. Our trails would be much further along I’d the people behind measure D hadn’t
stopped it in its tracks. They will not even reveal all of their deep pockets. This makes me believer that it is an elite
measure, most beneficial to people with a monetary interest in removing the railroad tracks. “Banking” the rails will
ensure we will never have good public transportation in this county. This unfairly penalizes the elderly and poor. It
is environmentally irresponsible. I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Mayeda

  Aptos, CA 95003-5444



From: dcbartels1979@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donald Bartels
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:14:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Donald Bartels

  Pacific Grove, CA 93950-5107



From: ed.wa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Wayne
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:09:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Edward Wayne

 Sunnyvale, CA 94086-4931



From: carybenseiden@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cary Seiden
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:05:42 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Cary Seiden

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2309



From: mrbrownmoos@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of andrew gersh
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:05:19 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
andrew gersh

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3158





From: bliszeo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Liszeo
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:04:09 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Barbara Liszeo

Homewood, IL 60430-3463



From: dandion1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Dion
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:19:56 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dan Dion

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2038



From: keithwgtr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Keith Wood
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:10:34 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  Please do not perpetrate these outrages, no
matter who is pressuring you and your staff to do so.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Keith Wood

  Aptos, CA 95003-9732



From: jbenetua@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacquie Benetua-Rolens
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:09:33 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jacquie Benetua-Rolens

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2427



From: sylvibo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sylvia Patience
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:09:05 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sylvia Patience

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5024



From: shwright31@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sophia Wright
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:01:50 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sophia Wright

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-9725



From: vdraper@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Virginia Draper
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:01:14 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Virginia Draper

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5333



From: reineckepatricia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Reinecke
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:01:01 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Patricia Reinecke

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4014



From: kdannehl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kent Dannehl
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:59:31 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

There is nothing wrong with the rail AND trail plan. Please stop trying to fix what's not broken

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kent Dannehl

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4215



From: katherine.mccamant@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine McCamant
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:57:39 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Katherine McCamant

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5210



From: elannysikes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Sikes
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:16:50 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Sikes

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5514



From: meilin.obinata@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meilin Obinata
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:53:29 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  
In light of the Santa Cruz County Measure D 2022 on the June ballot, it seems highly inappropriate to decide Item
28 now. Please table it until after the election. 

If the commission proceeds to consider Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail which includes
plans for passenger rail. To me, this is clearly a better option than the Interim Trail. My main concern is that
investments in passenger rail will provide TIME CERTAINTY for families, children, workers and businesses which
is essential for ensuring that families can bond instead of being stuck on Highway 1 and other ill-suited
transportation options for traversing our county as it is squashed (and densely populated) between the mountains and
the ocean. 

Research from Harvard and UC Berkeley has identified commute time as the MOST important factor for ensuring
an escape from poverty. This county is second only to Los Angeles County in terms of child poverty rates. This
might seem shocking to consider, but that study examined 40 million IRS records of children's parents to see
economic mobility in its starkest terms. This also will help tenants - residential and commercial - have greater
choice in this super impacted rental market. I am including a link here in case this information proves helpful.
https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/hendren/files/mobility_geo.pdf 

In South County, motor vehicle collisions with bicyclists and pedestrians lower the longevity of Watsonville
residents. See this Regeneracion Pajaro Valley report from 2021
https://www.regenerationpajarovalley.org/_files/ugd/fa3e37_59cba08292e24f7da46f8796549a64c4.pdf 
I would like to share information from page 11 of that report: "Watsonville is 18 miles from Santa Cruz, which
makes daily bicycle commuting challenging even for experienced cyclists. Watsonville commuters have two basic
options to access jobs in North County; driving or using the Santa Cruz METRO bus service. The main corridor for
both drivers and transit riders is Highway 1, which is increasingly congested during the morning and afternoon peak
hours. Driving between Santa Cruz and Watsonville takes around 25 minutes without traffic, but commuters
traveling during peak hours typically spend 45-80 minutes each way for the same trip. The fastest METRO bus
route, the 91 Express (with limited stops between Watsonville and Santa Cruz), takes a minimum of 45 minutes and
faces the same Highway 1 congestion during peak hours."

For these reasons and more, I strongly support continuing the Ultimate Trail design so that we can both our tracks
and trail. Making this decision now, when the public is about to vote in a few weeks smacks of disrespect of the
democratic ethos and processes. Just to remind you of the NAME of your agency - it includes the word
"Transportation." Passenger rail is THE direction of California, and, if we allow the opportunity to connect via rail
to the rest of California to slip through our very fingers, we are stealing from all residents of this county and beyond.
We will instead be condemning them to repeating the mistakes of our current fossil fuel context to our periil. 

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.



Sincerely,
Meilin Obinata

Aptos, CA 95003-3658



From: egyptredseashells@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Lyn Villaume
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:44:46 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mary Lyn Villaume

  Aptos, CA 95003-4110



From: almaleonor88@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alma Leonor-Sanchez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:41:24 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am a Watsonville resident who commutes multiple times a week to Santa Cruz writing to comment on Items 28
and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Alma Leonor-Sanchez

  Watsonville, CA 95076-2622



From: dorioktk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Kilpatrick
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:39:17 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 pre-empty the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. The election is not that far away. Surely
you can wait! If not, please choose the option that doesn’t remove existing track. Rail transportation may not be
coming soon, but the option needs to remain open to counter climate change and provide mobility equity to residents
of south county.

Please table item 11 on the consent agenda, repair of the Watsonville bridge. Funding must not be lost to keep
options open.
Thanks for considering my input. Kathleen Kilpatrick

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Kilpatrick

Watsonville, CA 95076-3652



From: Lisalachlan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Lachlan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:38:13 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.
I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 
I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lisa Lachlan

  Santa Cruz, CA 95063-3026



From: sdh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Homan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:35:19 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Stephen Homan

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-9684



From: charles.hicks99@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of CHARLES HICKS
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:34:42 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

For Pete's sake - why do you have to consider voting on this issue on May 5th.  Of course you must know there is a
county wide  election on is very issue on June 7th.   To what possible purpose will the RTC voting on this issue now
serve?   One thing, is it could certainly have a major impact on the  voters.  And whichever way you would vote -
either greenway or the rail and trail supporters would immediately pounce on it and inform their followers about the
RTC's preference. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
CHARLES HICKS

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1014



From: villagescmhowe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Howe
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:33:59 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear RTC Commissioners,
I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-run around
the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to the polls in
just a few weeks.  This seems so odd to me that the RTC has decided to do this. Suspicions run high amongst all the
people I talk with, as to why the RTC is doing this. Please restore our trust and table it until after the election.

If you do vote on this I strongly SUPPORT sticking with the ULTIMATE TRAIL  design and keeping our tracks
and trail both.
I Do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.
I see the future, electric rail line as a piece of the puzzle I put together so that I can get around the county when I can
no longer drive. 
Rail + Uber/Lyft = freedom for older adults. 

Sincerely,
Mary Howe

Santa Cruz, 95060

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mary Howe

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4208



From: prisey13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Price
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:33:59 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michelle Price

 Campbell, CA 95008-1742



From: sorgelolson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of SHAWN ORGEL-OLSON
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:33:29 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
SHAWN ORGEL-OLSON

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2618



From: aminav3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amina Valenziano
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:28:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Amina Valenziano

  Soquel, CA 95073-2603



From: janlafever@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jan LaFever
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:30:23 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jan LaFever

Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9528



From: zzzkendall@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of rosemary kendall
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:25:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
rosemary kendall

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1709



From: davemnz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Emmons
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:24:10 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Emmons

  Felton, CA 95018-9138



From: sanchez.luci@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucila Sanchez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:24:02 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lucila Sanchez

  Watsonville, CA 95076-4435



From: fernselzer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fern Selzer
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:23:55 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I have been following this topic for a long time and have educated myself on it.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. Please table it until after
the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail.

I am sick that big money has convinced good people that rail banking works.  Then there are a bunch of other people
with money who want their bike path.    Once the tracks are gone, the money required will make it impossible to
totally recreate the lines.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Fern Selzer

Aptos, CA 95003-3115



From: rbogdan216@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Bogdan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:20:58 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Bogdan

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4103



From: sundaygarnet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joyce Nicholson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:20:56 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Joyce Nicholson

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2859



From: kjgorny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken Gorny
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:19:12 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ken Gorny

Felton, CA 95018-9226



From: jaycosnett@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jay Cosnett
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:16:40 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I am a frequent visitor to your area, so I don’t get to vote, but I can teen you that removing the rail line is a
TERRIBLE idea. Removing the rail option will create more congestion, more driving, more pollution, and drive
more climate change, all of which are bad for business, especially tourism. We need *more* alternatives to driving,
not less. I strongly support preserving rail AND trail for visitors and residents alike!

Sincerely,

Jay Cosnett
Portland, Oregon

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jay Cosnett

  Portland, OR 97202-3237





From: susanwcavalieri@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Cavalieri
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:11:17 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 bypasses the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. I believe it is wrong to decide now between
the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is being voted on by the electorate in just a few weeks. 
Please table it until after the election.

If the commission does act on Item 28, instead of tabling it, choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile and require the
Commission to engage in a drawn-out forced-abandonment, railbanking, attack on Roaring Camp. If successful,
abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of the promise when the rail line was purchased. Tearing out
tracks would also prevent the RTC from implementing Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose
as our Locally Preferred Alternative to best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. As we face an
unknown future with accelerating climate disasters the RTC must preserve rail to decrease our transportation
emissions and particulate pollution.

For these reasons, I strongly support continuing the Ultimate Trail design, keeping both the tracks and trail.
However, I prefer that you table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about
to vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. Please remove this item from the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to complete the most critical bridge repairs.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Susan Cavalieri

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3968



From: kristinhart13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristin Bart
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:14:15 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kristin Bart

  Aptos, CA 95003-9769



From: dwde115@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Duane Dietz
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:13:12 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.
We want trail with rail tracks .Do not take out any part of the tracks. In 1989 after the 7.1 Earthquake lots of roads &
highways closed from damage . The rail line keep products coming in Santa Cruz & Davenport area.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Duane Dietz

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6353



From: santacruz88@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Alsip
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:12:32 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am very interested in maintaining the railroad tracks that exist in the county of Santa Cruz. It is unbelievably
wasteful and shortsighted to rip up or cover over the existing railroad tracks. Even if we don’t have a viable railbus
solution at this point in time, we must leave the rail in place for future generations to have this opportunity. It is not
our  right to rip up this irreplaceable county resource so that a few people can have a wider bike way. I am a bike
rider and I am a train rider.  I am also a walker and I drive a car. I’m looking at my senior years and hoping that
there is a rail vehicle option On this valuable corridor .

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mary Alsip

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1020



From: twardwell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Wardwell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail LET THE COMMUNITY VOTE!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:10:51 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. After all the contentious arguments from both
sides causing frustration and distrust amongst the voters, this agenda item looks like a blatant attempt at removing
the choice from the community itself. It is this kind of action that undermines trust. I agree with the following:

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Terry Wardwell

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2004



From: radhikirk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Radhika Kirkman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:59:34 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Radhika Kirkman

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5541



From: regina.kelbert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gigi Kelbert
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:56:01 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Gigi Kelbert

Aptos, CA 95003-4210



From: thezerokell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Theo Kell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:54:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Theo Kell

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5018



From: robofiges64@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of rob hartzell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:54:17 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
rob hartzell

Watsonville, CA 95076-9643



From: tkuechle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of TemIjin Kuechle
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:53:47 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
TemIjin Kuechle

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1950



From: eholtrusmore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eva Holt
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:50:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Eva Holt

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4961



From: ki6tkb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Becky Steinbruner
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:29:50 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on the May 5, 2022 Commission Agenda Item #28 on the Regular Agenda, and Consent
Agenda Item #11.

Please vote "No" on Item #28 because it seems designed to bypass the Citizen Initiative process, and would make
moot the action of the voters on the Measure D issue of the Rail and Trail at the June 7 ballot.   I strongly feel it is
improper and potentially illegal to ignore and invalidate the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail
and the Interim Trail in advance of this issue going the polls in just a few weeks.   Taking action now would
seriously erode public trust in your Commission's ability to be transparent and accountable to the public.

Therefore, please reject or table Item #28 until after the June 7 election Measure D results are certified by the Santa
Cruz County Elections Department.

If the Commission does choose to act on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail.

The Interim Trail is limiting and would cause significant and adverse environmental damage while also damaging
segments of the Monterey Bay Scenic Trail that have already been built or are soon to be built.

 It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a complex, aggressive and expensive forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring
Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of
your promise to the people to create expanded public transportation when we bought the rail line.

Removing the tracks would harm the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail, PRT or bus-on-rail
options, which can also include finishing construction of the Monterey Bay Scenic Trail.

After conducting numerous public meetings and expensive, thorough analysis, the Commission has already chosen
Electric Passenger Rail as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the County, including blind, elderly and disabled residents.

 Finally, if the Commission were to force abandonment and track demolition, it would  significantly harm Roaring
Camp’s historic agreements and freight business.

For all these reasons, in the event your Commission chooses to take action on Item #28, I strongly support the
Ultimate Trail design and keeping both tracks and trail available to serve everyone's transportation needs.

COMMENT ON CONSENT AGENDA ITEM #11
Please do not approve this item. 

Staff's request to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the availability of a $500,000 grant budget
for repairs, is unwise and unacceptable.

 This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail customers served by Roaring Camp.  It will support future
Electric Passenger Rail service and could right now support a PRT or Bus-on-Rail transportation option for the
residents of South County.  Eliminating this transportation option for the Disadvantaged Communities in South
County who are forced to endure congested Highway One and Soquel Drive commutes is wrong.



The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the Santa Cruz Branch Line, using public
money to accomplish the purchase, and with the promise to provide passenger rail service.

 I urge you to pull this item from the Consent Agenda and direct staff to research and implement  leverage abilities
of the existing $500,000 grant funding and  get the most critical bridge repairs done in a timely manner to best serve
all members of the public, but especially the Roaring Camp owner, and the disabled and disadvantaged public.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Becky Steinbruner

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Becky Steinbruner

  Aptos, CA 95003-2503



From: b29b292000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Dietz
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:49:13 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Terry Dietz

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6353



From: takashimizuno1231@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Takashi Mizuno
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:48:53 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am a community member of Watsonville.  I made a public comment on this issue in one of the City Council
meetings before. I strongly supported the Rail and Trail.  I was very surprised to lean today that items 28 and 11 are
on the May 5 meeting agenda.  We are going to vote on Measure D in the upcoming election.  It is not right to vote
on items 28 and 11 before the voters will cast vote on Measure D.  I strongly urge you to take item 28 out of consent
agenda on the May 5 meeting. 

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Takashi Mizuno

Watsonville, CA 95076-3532



From: dougowen105@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug Owen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:48:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am a 20-year resident of Santa Cruz, and believe it is our responsibility as established residents to take the long
view of the availability of the rail option here on the central coast.  I am writing at this time to comment on Items 28
and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

Yours sincerely,

Doug Owen

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Doug Owen

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2640



From: christi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christi Voenell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:47:50 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Christi Voenell

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3035



From: peteranddonna@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Thomas
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:40:53 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail.  Please table it until after
the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail.  I strongly support sticking
with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out
how to leverage the grant funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Peter Thomas

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4824



From: mbsinnot@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of MICHAEL SINNOTT
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:40:49 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
MICHAEL SINNOTT

Felton, CA 95018-9104



From: donasusana@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Suzanne Novotny
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:40:48 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Suzanne Novotny

  Aptos, CA 95003-4023



From: carey.odden@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carey Odden
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:40:45 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Carey Odden

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3339



From: Greg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greg Larson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:38:07 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission chooses to act on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail.

The Interim Trail is bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per
mile.  It would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on
Roaring Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a
betrayal of our promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement
Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data
showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in
forced abandonment and track demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Greg Larson

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2608



From: perrinlinda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Perrin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:36:53 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Linda Perrin

Aptos, CA 95003-3174



From: mariamead@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maria Mead
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:25:57 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.  Frankly, I am outraged that our RTC is not
representing us, the people of Santa Cruz, who voted unanymously for a rail to remain on the prior Measure D. 
What happened to our RTC, and why is it becoming anti-trail. 

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

I find it very disheartening that we are facing a tyrany by a minority in our very own Santa Cruz.  At the very least,
let the people decide on our upcoming new Measure D  vote.   As I'm sure you are aware - all of the major
Democratic, progressive, and unions are supporting a No on D vote - including our own Chamber of Commerce! 
Let's not let money and disinformation get in the way of our our trail and potential for trail someday. 

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Maria Mead

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1101



From: cyndzen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of CYNTHIA Dzendzel
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:36:42 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
CYNTHIA Dzendzel

Felton, CA 95018-9226



From: wking108@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy King
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:36:20 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It is undemocratic to make
a decision between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to the polls in just a few weeks. 
Please table it until after the election.

If the commission opts to act on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is
bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would
require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp,
which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our
promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric
Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it
would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced
abandonment and track demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Wendy King

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4712



From: rachelam619@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rachel Williams
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:35:43 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Rachel Williams

Aptos, CA 95003-3555



From: briankirby113@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Kirby
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:34:47 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.

As someone that lives next to the already completed section of trail on the west side of Santa Cruz, I’ve seen first
hand how beneficial the trail has been to our community. What we need is a wider trail that accommodates more
bike and pedestrian traffic. Please do not allow a vocal minority to push an expensive and dangerous train into our
community.

A light rail in our neighborhood would be a huge detriment to quality of life because of the traffic, noise and danger
that it would create. There are several street crossings in our neighborhood that would cause severe safety issues for
the community. My neighbors and I worry that kids and animals in the neighborhood would be put at danger
because of the frequent trips that would be required to support a high throughput of passengers. 

We have been living the trail-only lifestyle for a year and a half and it has been incredible. The path is clean, serene,
family safe and provides everyone an opportunity to get around the west side quickly. When you imagine the
finished trail connecting to Watsonville, you can see a world where electric bicycles are the new car. This is the
future we all should experience.

Thanks for your time.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brian Kirby

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5312



From: billoei8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Oei
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:33:41 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
William Oei

Hayward, CA 94541-5310



From: gourdette@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sioux George
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:33:11 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sioux George

  Watsonville, CA 95076-0549



From: goetzer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Reimar Goetze
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:25:04 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda and appreciate your time reading this comment.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Reimar Goetze

  Mountain View, CA 94040-4002



From: bruggeberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Benjamin Ruggeberg
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:22:39 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Benjamin Ruggeberg

  Felton, CA 95018-9419



From: adiamvara@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adia Vara
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:12:55 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I know it may seem silly because it is just railroad tracks but truly roaring camp has become a great part of history
and many people’s families. I travel there every year it is one of my favorite places to visit. Roaring camp has
impacted my family and has been a great part of our history. Please save the tracks and go with the Ultimate Trail
Plan. It is the best decision. Thank you!!

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Adia Vara

 Folsom, CA 95630-4226



From: organizer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Natalie Olivas
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:09:34 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Natalie Olivas

Watsonville, CA 95076-4635



From: laselvaduramax@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Howard Waage
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:24:17 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Howard Waage

Watsonville, CA 95076-1767



From: csa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carl Arnett
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:07:10 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Carl Arnett

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2858



From: lizneely00@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Neely
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:06:38 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Neely

  Scotts Valley, CA 95066-2721





From: gmilder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of George Milder
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:04:24 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
George Milder

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3331



From: emmaho@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joel Isaacson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:01:22 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Joel Isaacson

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4712



From: sking1a@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of steven king
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:01:13 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
steven king

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3842



From: slustgarden@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Lustgarden
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:57:43 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Steve Lustgarden

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2651



From: powertochangenow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Villaume
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:55:29 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Hellooooo Democracy!!!!

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Daniel Villaume

Aptos, CA 95003-4110



From: lbeyea@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Len Beyea
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:54:53 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Len Beyea

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3362



From: alevineharroun@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alice Levine
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:52:15 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Alice Levine

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3626



From: bretthatch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brett Hatch
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:23:11 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brett Hatch

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9706



From: jensears27@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Sears
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:51:10 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Sears

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5214



From: dobwinkluvspye@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jenny Smith
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:51:02 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jenny Smith

Woodland, CA 95776-6143



From: Lalaribera@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laurie Hennig
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:49:57 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Laurie Hennig

Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9181



From: shbahu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sam Bahu
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:47:29 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sam Bahu

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9749



From: messagemeg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meghan Hunt Parker
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:46:59 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Meghan Hunt Parker

  Capitola, CA 95010-2311



From: bcoffice.doreen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doreen Regan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:46:19 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Doreen Regan

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9120



From: ed@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ed Croteau
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:45:59 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ed Croteau

Felton, CA 95018-9338



From: joycemrudy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joyce Rudy
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:45:22 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Joyce Rudy

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9346



From: anndobie62@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ann - dobie jenkins
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:44:39 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

We am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, we strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail
both. However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is
about to vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
ann - dobie jenkins

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3968



From: kumfy3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael KUMPF
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:40:44 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michael KUMPF

Dublin, CA 94568-4850



From: iredbiker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Coha
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:21:36 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail.  I'm sure you will hear from
many others why the Intern Trail is a bad idea.  One reason I have not heard mentioned very much is the present
tracks are heavy duty, high quality steel, put in place to carry heavy hoppers of cement.  They need to be gone over,
bad ties replaced, and the ballast renewed, but the machinery that does this job runs on the existing tracks.  Please do
not believe the people saying that the tracks have to be removed to be upgraded!

No one form of transportation is going to be best for everyone.  That is why we need to keep all our options open. 
Please do not believe the group opposed to rail transportation that the rail corridor is not close to where people want
to go, especially since these same people claim the trail would be easily accessible to everyone!
  
Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
John Coha

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3018



From: alia.wilson67@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alia Wilson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:39:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  Please don't rob future generations of the joy
and wonder that is Roaring Camp.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Alia Wilson

San Jose, CA 95126-4045



From: emmavictoria7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emma Varesio
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:38:43 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Emma Varesio

  Sunnyvale, CA 94086-6232



From: kymster@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kim Salisbury
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:37:22 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kim Salisbury

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-7206



From: Anne.L.Cassell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Cassell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:36:23 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Anne Cassell

Scotts Valley, CA 95066



From: trainperson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gordon Jefferson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:30:59 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Gordon Jefferson

 Lancaster, CA 93534-5136



From: Dsfitzger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Devin Fitzgerald
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:30:04 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

Keeping the tracks present and well maintained are our best option when it comes to moving forward in this area. If
we do not take proactive measures the Monterey bay area will collapse. The cost of living is already too high to
expect consumer options like expanding EVs to work. Bolstering public transportation option will make sure people
can actually live near where they work. The includes leveraging existing infrastructure. The people who will be able
to rely on public transportation are your family, friends, and neighbors. Please make the right decision.

Thank you.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Devin Fitzgerald

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3051



From: holt.ibconsulting@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gabriel Rusmore
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:27:51 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Gabriel Rusmore

Aptos, CA 95003-3115



From: amahshi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexander Mahshi
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:26:00 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Alexander Mahshi

Sacramento, CA 95821-2703



From: janeruth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Schwickerath
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:24:52 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jane Schwickerath

  Aptos, CA 95003-5235



From: tlcleary1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terryl Cleary
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:18:33 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Terryl Cleary

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4014



From: pauldad22@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Drescher
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:49:03 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Why are Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda when the voters will weigh in on the issue of Rail and Trail just five
weeks from now? 

It's not right to take action and decide NOW between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when the public votes
on this issue imminently.  Please table it until after the election.

HOWEVER, if the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the "Ultimate Trail". The Interim
Trail is bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 million per mile.  It
would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring
Camp, which could very possibly fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of
the promise RTC made to the community when buying the rail line. The RTC chose electric light rail as our Locally
Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the
county. Forced abandonment and track demolition betrays the public trust, walks away from a decade of work by the
RTC, and would hurt Roaring Camp’s business and consequently tourism revenue in Santa Cruz.

I support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping both our tracks and our trail. However, I urge you to
table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to vote on this issue,
would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. Why are you shirking your responsibility and turning your back on a half million dollars? I urge you to pull this
item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant funding to get the most critical
bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Paul Drescher

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2409



From: toverr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Trevor Pesout
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:11:21 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I recognize that this has the form of an automated email, and indeed the remainder of the text was presented to me in
the webform that helps me and my community organize around this issue.  However, I firmly stand behind this
message.  I am a homeowner in Santa Cruz who votes in every election, and I cannot in good faith support anyone
who stands for the "Interim Trail" plan.  It is obviously a tactic that the astroturfing organization Greenway is using
to raise or maintain the value of the landholdings of them and their investors.  They want to destroy the rail in the
name of "progress" and will then will claim that it "doesn't make sense" to rebuild it, and thereby prevent the rail
from being completed. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Trevor Pesout

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2810



From: frankandcandy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank Sleight
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:50:39 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Frank Sleight

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2977



From: d wittich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Wittich
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:24:15 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Deborah Wittich

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1712



From: david@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Lehrian
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:23:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Lehrian

Royal Oaks, CA 95076-9000



From: krsandel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristen Sandel
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:22:47 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly may fail. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when we bought
the rail line, with funding approved by those who voted to pass Prop 116. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's
ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred
Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally,
if the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track demolition, it would hurt Roaring Camp, which is a vital
business, a major employer in the San Lorenzo Valley, and a big part of drawing visitors to the redwoods. Roaring
Camp has contributed greatly to our local economy for decades and deserves consideration and protection.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic. The future of rail in Santa Cruz county has been put before
the voters; please give us a chance to make our opinions known on June 7.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.  The RTC has a legal and civic obligation to undertake
repairs of the rail line. It's a public asset and should be repaired and maintained.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kristen Sandel

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9463



From: juliegroves111@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of julie Groves
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:22:00 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

- Please keep rail options open.  Don't remove rail lines.  I hope we are moving toward more rail options as our
freeways fill and we understand climate problems more. 

- It scares me that the wording stops further discussion of certain items. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
julie Groves

  Los Gatos, CA 95030-6335



From: sharon.mathog@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Mathog
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:21:46 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sharon Mathog

  San Jose, CA 95125-3820





From: francis.nimmo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Francis Nimmo
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:18:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear Sir/Madam

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Francis Nimmo

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4227



From: debrafinfer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Finfer
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:18:44 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Debra Finfer

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1232



From: jazzcowboy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christopher Stewart
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:18:41 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Christopher Stewart

Ben Lomond, CA 95005



From: selfdoc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kenneth Koenig
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:18:24 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Koenig

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6518



From: steve wendi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Vest
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:46:41 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Steve Vest

Martinez, CA 94553-4233



From: political@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Glen Schaller
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:15:31 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

The Monterey Bay Central Labor Council, AFL-CIO, representing 80 unions and 38,000 working families strongly
urges the RTC to NOT circumvent the upcoming election.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Glen Schaller

  Salinas, CA 93905-2113



From: philipkain@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Kain
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:14:09 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Philip Kain

  Scotts Valley, CA 95066



From: knitsnpaints@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Martinez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:07:32 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

By even considering the following 2 items just before an election which will reveal the will of the community
(Measure D),  your actions show that you are trying an end run around our democratic processes. By putting such
important and far reaching issues on the consent agenda is a blatant attempt to limit community  input.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Susan Martinez

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6433



From: thomasb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Ballantyne
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:03:34 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Thomas Ballantyne

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4703



From: phyllisgreenleaf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phyl Greenleaf
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:54:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am write to comment on Items 28 and 11 of your May 5 agenda. 
   WE Need both Tracks & Trail!!

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  PLEASE table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support staying with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Phyl Greenleaf

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4029



From: maecoron@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maria Corona
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:53:30 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Maria Corona

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4845



From: paulineseales120@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pauline seales
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:33:23 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Pauline seales

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6327



From: sring@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Ringler
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:45:27 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Santa Cruz County needs better and more efficient transportation options, not fewer. There is hardly any time of the
day that one can drive from Santa Cruz to Watsonville or back at the speed limit on highway 1. Join the 21st century
and embrace rail like most urban areas around the world. Why wouldn’t you? Something is rotten at the RTO, to
misquote Shakespeare.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sarah Ringler

Watsonville, CA 95076-3620



From: zennonuc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zennon Ulyate-Crow
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:45:02 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Zennon Ulyate-Crow

Santa Cruz, CA 95064-1105



From: pspehar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pam Spehar
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:41:04 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Pam Spehar

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9035



From: corradoborg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Borg
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:39:24 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michael Borg

  Aptos, CA 95003-3751



From: sanjivgarg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sanjiv Garg
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:39:17 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sanjiv Garg

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5254



From: mcftjs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Starkey
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:38:14 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, I urge you to choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is
bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile. 

I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both. However, I urge you
to table this item until after the election.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tom Starkey

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5305



From: jonbombaci@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jon Bombaci
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:37:03 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jon Bombaci

Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1635



From: dlieby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Lieby
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:34:31 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Lieby

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-7131



From: egkehmeier@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emily Kehmeier
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:15:08 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Emily Kehmeier

 Aptos, CA 95003-3766



From: hueyak@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of patrick farley
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:34:09 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
patrick farley

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3644



From: groucho114@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cindy Engebretsen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:34:08 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Cindy Engebretsen

Watsonville, CA 95076-0446



From: kaplanks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Kaplan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:33:02 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

 RE: Items 28 & 11 - May 5, 2022 Agenda

Item 28 is contrary to the will of the voters, on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It is not the right time to decide
between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail, because this issue is on the upcoming ballot. Let the voters decide,
in the next election.

If the commission must act on Item 28, please choose the Ultimate Trail. Do not choose the Interim Trail because it
would increase the cost by approximately $12 Million per mile and we will lose the tracks.  Railbanking is an attack
against Roaring Camp. Save Roaring Camp! We bought the rail line. Don’t abandon it and don’t railbank it. Don’t
tear out the tracks! We need Electric Passenger Rail and a Trail to serve the transportation needs of everyone in
Santa Cruz County and to alleviate the traffic jam on Highway 1. The Ultimate Trail design keeps our Tracks and
Trail.

Vote “No” on Measure D.

RE: Consent Agenda Item 11

Please do not cancel planned repairs of the Pajaro Bridge. $500,000 grant budget was already designated for repairs.
This bridge is used by Watsonville freight rail customers, served by Roaring Camp. The Pajaro River Bridge has a
high traffic volume of more than 30,000 vehicle trips, daily. The Commission is legally responsible for repairs, since
it purchased the line. Please repair the Pajaro Bridge, ASAP!

I have been a resident of Santa Cruz County Since 1974.

Thank you for your immediate attention and action.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Karen Kaplan

  Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3027



From: 2meredithmj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meredith Johnston
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:32:46 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Meredith Johnston

  Los Gatos, CA 95032-2618



From: jenniyates4gsnc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Yates
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:31:24 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

I'd love to know who is paying who to try and rip out the tracks. Shame on you all for trying to take rhe train away.
You're little "save the environment " with electric is useless. All it does is increase pollution somewhere else. Is that
okay because it's not in your neighborhood anymore? Moving the pollution doesn't reduce it but can increase it. Do
your research amd leave the track and train.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Yates

  Napa, CA 94559-1917



From: doug.fraserbc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Douglas Fraser
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:29:41 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Douglas Fraser

Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9401



From: rlincoln@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rafferty Lincoln
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:29:27 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  Is this coming from that terrible "every action"
thing, that mass emails folks? Sure is. Does it lose sentiment? No, absolutely not. What does this matter? Changing
community demographics require MORE flexibility in public transit moving forward into the future, not the removal
of a possibly vital resource because some folks would rather see a gentrified path here, as if we're pacific grove.
Santa Cruz county has a extreme and growing need for rail transport. Don't screw this up.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Rafferty Lincoln

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4810



From: revchristine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of christine morgan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:28:36 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
christine morgan

 Aptos, CA 95003-5879



From: evasbrunner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eva Brunner
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:27:01 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I am stunned that the RTC is chosing to vote on the trail option just ahead of the election June 7th.   Item 28 on the
agenda bypasses the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail.  This not right. Making the decision now,
when the public is about to vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.  

I urge you to table item 28 until after the election.  If you choose to go ahead with the vote I urge you to choose the
ULTIMATE TRAIL OPTION as the most reasonable and cost effective option that serves most of the community
and does not destroy options for our future.

Item 11 on the consent agent must be pulled!  Staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge,
despite the availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight
rail customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Eva Brunner

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2236



From: jmoylmft@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne Moy
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:23:56 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Joanne Moy

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3561



From: bobbi44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Lewis
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:55:45 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Barbara Lewis

  Felton, CA 95018-9117



From: xracer510@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Peterson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:21:58 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
John Peterson

  El Sobrante, CA 94803-2811



From: sandie.swan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of SANDIE SWANSON
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:20:34 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
SANDIE SWANSON

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060



From: Dlw95062@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Williams
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:18:13 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Williams

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2815



From: wwadlow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Walter Wadlow
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:16:20 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Item 28.

Item 28 is clearly designed to bypass determining the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. Given that
Measure D has qualified for the ballot, any action by the RTC to preempt the vote can only be seen as a blatant
attempt to subvert the democratic process in our county—akin to trying to steal an election.  It's not right to do an
end-run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is
going to the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table staff’s misguided proposal until after the election.

If the commission proceeds to vote on item 28 despite the scheduled election, the RTC, and it’s individual members,
risk losing all public credibility.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Walter Wadlow

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2533



From: greene@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynne Greene
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:16:09 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda and its impact on we that believe in democracy. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.
                                                                                                                                                                          Lynne C.
Greene

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lynne Greene

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-9606



From: steveengebretsen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Engebretsen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:15:25 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Steve Engebretsen

Watsonville, CA 95076-0446



From: patrick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patrick Garretson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:13:03 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Patrick Garretson

Watsonville, CA 95076-1604



From: anna.landaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anna Landaw
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:12:58 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Please table the vote on item 28 until after the election, so you can be sure to take into account what the voters of
Santa Cruz county want. If you do decide to vote on this issue please choose the Ultimate Trail plan. It seems so
obvious to me that ripping out the tracks, building a trail, then ripping that out and rebuilding both trail and rail is a
completely inefficient approach to a project, and realistically will mean the end of the rail lines potential.

Every year our county has experienced first hand the effects of climate change with more extreme fire seasons, and
every day we all feel the burden of extreme traffic and congested streets. Please please please don't remove one of
our best chance to make a real improvement on both of these issues! Our county already owns the rail lines, why
would be sacrifice such an amazing asset in our fight to make Santa Cruz a more sustainable, safe and enjoyable
place to live?

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

Thank you for taking the time to read my comments.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Anna Landaw

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1050



From: pamrick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pamela Scott
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:12:27 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Pamela Scott

Boulder Creek, CA 95006-8543



From: suesbigmac@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Preble
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:12:17 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Susan Preble

 Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9628



From: appyonetoo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hap Bullard
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:55:15 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I AM A REAL PERSON, LIVING IN SANTA CRUZ COUNTY, WHO VOTES, AND I STRONGLY SUPPORT
THIS MESSAGE. I WILL BE VOTING NO ON MEASURE D!!!!!!

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  I strongly advise you to table it until after the election!

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic!!!!!

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Hap Bullard

Boulder Creek, CA 95006-0626



From: raugusts@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristen Raugust
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:08:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kristen Raugust

  Davenport, CA 95017-0105



From: donaldrlove@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donald Love
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:06:10 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Donald Love

Watsonville, CA 95076-0746



From: halcon 99@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maria Mattioli
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:06:09 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Maria Mattioli

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2893



From: halcon 99@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maria Mattioli
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:05:19 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Maria Mattioli

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2893



From: jjordan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joe Jordan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:05:11 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Joe Jordan

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5841



From: chaim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Howie Schneider
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:04:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Howie Schneider

  Aptos, CA 95003-3115



From: kurtzk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Kurtz
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:04:09 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Please do what you can to choose the Ultimate Trail!  It is the right way to go to save the rail and protect Roaring
Camp. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Karen Kurtz

Los Gatos, CA 95030-6804



From: 13michellemoreno@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Moreno
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:04:07 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michelle Moreno

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4044



From: westejas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Schafranka
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:03:10 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Schafranka

Phoenix, AZ 85018-4329



From: cyn mcgraw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia McGraw
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:03:02 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Cynthia McGraw

 Redwood Estates, CA 95044-2008



From: lauritson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Don Lauritson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:54:25 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  Action on these items is premature at this time.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Don Lauritson

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1425



From: cmraman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marc Reeve
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:01:36 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's the sort of thing that
gives politicians a bad name, to attempt an end-run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail
and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

Should the commission decide to act on Item 28 instead of tabling it, I urge you to choose the Ultimate Trail. The
Interim Trail is bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile. 
It would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out, forced-abandonment railbanking attack on
Roaring Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a
betrayal of our promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement
Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data
showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Despite assurances from some
members of the commission, it might trigger financial penalties from the state if the right-of-way is not used for the
purpose for which it was purchased. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track demolition it
would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping both the rail line and the
already-planned trail. However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when
the public is about to vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. Again, the delay or cancellation of needed repairs seems to further the anti-rail agenda. I urge you to pull this
item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant funding to get the most critical
bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Marc Reeve

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4673



From: damartin1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Martin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:01:25 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I cannot believe I have to worry about this. We need the electric trolley system NOW. No one is going to commute
by bicycle from the south county to downtown Santa Cruz. This is what is needed, commute systems in place Now.
We do Not need another trail only corridor for tourists and families with little kids to use on weekends and
vacations.

South county needs an electric trolley to get to work and too buses to commute to Work. It should be running
already. Use stops that can be used now, as the remaining stops are updated for use. The trolley that was shown last
year is great, buy some and get them running NOW.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Martin

  Aptos, CA 95003-4651



From: leroyelkin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leroy Elkin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:59:53 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  Do the right thing!

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Leroy Elkin

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1803



From: krisymac@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristin Macdonald
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:59:49 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kristin Macdonald

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4538



From: millsyoung@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Young
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:59:31 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 on the issue of the Rail and Trail should be up to the voters. It's not right to decide now between the
Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until
after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  That's crazy!  It
would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring
Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of
our promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric
Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it
would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced
abandonment and track demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business, which is an icon in our County and
brings in tourist dollars that also help our communities. 

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
Once the tracks are gone, there will never really be an option to bring them back.  Even if it takes years to get light
rail installed, at least it will be an option.   Please table this item until after the election. Making the decision now,
when the public is about to vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.  It is only doing what is right and just.

Please opt to do the right things.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Young

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9253



From: cmartinmel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Celeste Melehan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:58:33 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Celeste Melehan

  San Jose, CA 95125-4010



From: smuratasf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sara Cosgrove
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:58:24 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sara Cosgrove

  San Jose, CA 95108



From: sc sharkscove@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lawrence Freitas
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:57:06 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lawrence Freitas

Aptos, CA 95003-3706



From: irinadell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Irina Dell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:55:14 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Irina Dell

Watsonville, CA 95076-6673



From: ralph susan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Zerweck
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:55:08 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Susan Zerweck

  Los Gatos, CA 95033-8036



From: dusheck@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennie Dusheck
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:53:15 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am commenting on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Santa Cruz wants rail and trail, not just rail. First we got an unnecessary Measure D on the ballot that seeks to stop
long terms plans for rail and trail. Now that the county is becoming energized for rail, it seems like 28 is designed to
bypass the June vote.  Please table this topic until after the election.

If, instead of tabling Item 28, the commission acts on it, please choose the Ultimate Trail.

The Interim Trail is bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per
mile.  It would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on
Roaring Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a
betrayal of our promise to bring public transportation to Santa Cruz when we bought the rail line. Tearing out the
tracks would end the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with trail, which the RTC chose as our
Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the transportation needs of the county.
Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track demolition it would damage Roaring Camp.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jennie Dusheck

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1280



From: bennett.steven.r@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Bennett
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:54:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear Commissioners,

As a reminder, the rail and trail corridor is the only continuous way to move people through the entire county other
than highway one. Do not forget this when making decisions on this agenda.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Table it until after the election or remove it from future consideration entirely.

Steven Bennett
If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, you must choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of your promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose correctly as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best
serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and
track demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support your choosing of the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Steven Bennett

  Watsonville, CA 95076-1085



From: tony@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tony Martin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:54:30 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tony Martin

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4994



From: dnworks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dimitrios Douros
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:54:18 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

     Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail vs Greenway choice.
Bypassing the will of the voter would be a seriously un-democratic action especially considering that the Greenway
proposal would place a significantly higher financial burden on the taxpayer.
Greenway proposal calls for removing the tracks ... that costs money:
a) Money for the actual labor of removing the tracks
b) Money for hazardous waste mitigation work considering the toxic
          chemicals, including creosote and chromated copper arsenate.
     These are huge expenses that the taxpayers would be saddled with for
zero benefit or return on investment. Our area, the entire country, is starting
to get itself back on its feet from the financial blow of the 2-year Covid slowdown,
the last thing we need is higher taxes for unnecessary work.

     So, regarding Agenda Item 28, the Commissioners, serving in the people's best interest,
must maintain the citizens/taxpayers right to voice their choice on Measure D on June 7th
as planned. Any other action would violate the people's right to vote on a matter of public
interest and significant cost implications!

Regards,
Dimitrios Douros

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dimitrios Douros

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5338



From: bcorser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Corser
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:52:54 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brian Corser

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5254



From: tfalcon214sc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Falcon
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:52:46 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tom Falcon

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1918



From: fkertai@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank Kertai
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:47:56 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Frank Kertai

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-5005



From: valerie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valerie A Leveroni Corral
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:47:54 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Dont you dare cicumvent the opportunity for the citizenry to express our will!!!

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  DON'T DO IT. Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Valerie A Leveroni Corral

Santa Cruz, CA 95060



From: jb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Benito
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:47:52 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
John Benito

Santa Cruz, CA 95065-9728



From: fkertai@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank Kertai
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:47:52 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Frank Kertai

  Scotts Valley, CA 95066-5005



From: joan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of joan gilbert Martin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:47:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
joan gilbert Martin

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1002



From: brendan.engebretsen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brendan Engebretsen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:53:07 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brendan Engebretsen

  Watsonville, CA 95076-6688



From: peggywrites@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peggy Kenny
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:47:40 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  I am deeply concerned that we will lose the
possibility of useful public transit forever! (Bus on the shoulder of the freeway will not relieve congestion - where
and how will passengers board such a bus? Seems like the bus would get on and off the freeway frequently, making
the trip long and cumbersome, subject to the same traffic congestion as the cars.)

Even worse, Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's
undemocratic to do an end-run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail
when this issue is going to the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission insists on acting on Item 28 instead of tabling it, I urge you to choose the Ultimate Trail. The
Interim Trail is bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile. 
It would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on
Roaring Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a
betrayal of our promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement
Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data
showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county.

The term "rail banking" sounds deceptive to me. If we ripped out all the trees in a park, would that be
"treebanking?" How about if we said that in the far distant future, we might or might not plant new trees? Then
would ripping out trees be "treebanking?"

I have read the Greenway statements, and their plan is to NEVER have transit along this corridor. They don't
advertise that much, but that is their ultimate goal. I get that folks who bought properties near the rails might not
want transit, but they knew where they were purchasing, and knew the risks. I also detect more than a whiff of
racism in their position. By denying transit on this corridor, they hinder the ability of South County residents (many
of whom are folks of color) to quickly and efficiently commute to jobs and recreation in the rest of the County. Do
the "Interim Trail" proponents expect Watsonville residents to commute by bicycle, in all kinds of weather? Or do
they want to condemn them to permanent traffic congestion? A recent study showed that lack of access to transit
options constrains employment options for low-income people, with a corresponding impact on their current and
future incomes. Essentially, lack of transit locks low-income people into low incomes for life. We desperately need
the more inclusive and equitable option.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Peggy Kenny



  Aptos, CA 95003-4651



From: jeremyncollins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeremy Collins
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:46:49 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jeremy Collins

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1117



From: feltonbob@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Woodruff
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:46:40 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Robert Woodruff

  Felton, CA 95018-9108



From: 4rpsnet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randy Stanley
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:45:55 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Randy Stanley

Aptos, CA 95003-3334



From: russweisz1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russell Weisz
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:45:40 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Russell Weisz

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6109



From: robarko@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Arko
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:42:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Robert Arko

  Bonny Doon, CA 95060-9767



From: kenthomas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken Thomas
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:41:11 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ken Thomas

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1849



From: pdt212@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of beth marshall
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:38:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I have visited Santa Cruz on several occasions, with friends from across the country, in order to ride the roaring
camp train down to the boardwalk, and spend the day there. The train was the main attraction.

Now u want to take out the train?   Are u crazy?

Seems to me its what i would call the "biking interests" trying to have their way. 

I seem to remember that the county bought the tracks from Watsonville to Santa cruz and up to davenport in order to
rehab them and provide a better way for tourists to get to santa cruz and avoid your terrible traffic problems. 
Unfortunately, the commission picked an operator that had dreams bigger than their wallet.

So now, rather than continue with the project, you want to do a 180 degree about face, and get rid of the tracks...and
stop an active tourist RR that brings money to the county thru tourism?    All so some bicycling people can make it
into a trail?   Like theres no other place or area that a bike trail could be made...or as if a biking trail couldnt be
made next to the tracks, as has been done in other places.

I think that closing down a viable business that brings in tourism $$, just for some bicycle enthusiasts, is just plain
dumb, not to mention unethical.

Of course, I can guarantee, that if the railroad is forced to abandon, I will NEVER visit santa cruz with my friends
again.   Shutting down a viable business, just for the interests of a few...and u wonder why ppl hate the government.

BTW...there are battery electric locomotives these day that can be used, if that is your concern.  The state of
California has been paying railroads to change over to battery locomotives. 

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
beth marshall

  Paso Robles, CA 93447-2637



From: MCARNOLD@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meghan Arnold
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:38:00 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear Commissioners,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please don't silence the voices of voters in this county and table the item until after the
election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Meghan Arnold

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4214



From: bliszeo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Liszeo
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:33:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Barbara Liszeo

  Homewood, IL 60430-3463



From: curtlcoleman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Curt Coleman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:52:25 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by
approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-
abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful,
abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks
would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our
Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in
the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track demolition it would hurt Roaring
Camp’s business. For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our
tracks and trail both.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Curt Coleman

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3412



From: eric cheatham@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Cheatham
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:33:33 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Eric Cheatham

  Gilroy, CA 95020-6436



From: 403rogersrd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Lekov
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:33:00 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda, which as a Santa Cruz County voter i find very
disturbing and unfair to the democratic election process, voters have the right to participate in.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Victoria Lekov

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-9650



From: johne@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Eastman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:32:51 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
John Eastman

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2824



From: hulick.s@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Hulick
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:32:39 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.
Thank you for your consideration.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sarah Hulick

  Watsonville, CA 95076-2240



From: jessmatti@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Mattila
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:32:29 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am incredibly irritated with this foolishness!! The Interim plan is deceitful and against the best interests of our
community.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jessica Mattila

  Capitola, CA 95010-3738



From: lennoxpurinton9340@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lennox Purinton
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:31:45 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lennox Purinton

  Ely, NV 89301-2611



From: frankeej@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of frank rimicci
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:31:41 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
frank rimicci

  Corralitos, CA 95076-0704



From: stephanyquiet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephany Buswell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:31:02 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Stephany Buswell

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5945



From: cdbagshaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dana Bagshaw
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:30:51 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

It's not right to decide now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to the polls in
just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to vote
on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

The Interim Trail is bad planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per
mile.  It would require the Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on
Roaring Camp, which very possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a
betrayal of our promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement
Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data
showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in
forced abandonment and track demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and tabling this item until after the
election.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dana Bagshaw

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4934



From: rg198995076@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Gallo
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:30:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Richard Gallo

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3561



From: n.fraley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Natasha Fraley
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:51:25 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I live near a completed section of the trail and love it. As do so many other I see on the trail.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Natasha Fraley

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5340



From: greene@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greene Gary
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:29:51 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail and is counter to the
democratic process. It's not right to do an end-run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail
and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.
                                                                                                                                                                   Respectfully,
H. Gary Greene

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Greene Gary

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-9606



From: ramaralkatz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renee Amaral-Katz
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:28:46 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Renee Amaral-Katz

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1010



From: grompa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Elledge
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:28:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Robert Elledge

  Watsonville, CA 95076-0533



From: rkrpi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Francis
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:28:18 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Steven Francis

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4438



From: swantonrosemarie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rose Jacobs
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:28:14 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Rose Jacobs

  Soquel, CA 95073-9783



From: imisaac4477@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Isaac Moreno
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:28:00 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Isaac Moreno

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2210



From: tansbro01@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tina Ansbro
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail.
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:27:52 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I STRONGLY SUPPORT sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and
trail both. However, I urge you to TABLE THIS ITEM UNTIL AFTER THE ELECTION. Making the decision
now, when the public is about to vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

Removing the tracks entirely is not only a waste of money, it is incredibly backward thinking. We need to reduce
greenhouse gases and we WANT to be able to have train travel from Davenport to Watsonville! In a time when
other counties are increasing commuter trains and high speed rail, why is Santa Cruz thinking so small?!! Once the
tracks come out, they will not come back. That's shameful.

Sincerely,

Tina Ansbro

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tina Ansbro

  Aptos, CA 95003-5917



From: rtrubek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronnie Trubek
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:26:42 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am shocked about Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's NOT RIGHT to do an
end-run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is
GOING TO THE POLLS  in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, why is staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge,
despite the availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs?  Is this to further undermine Roaring Camp and make
the unjust adverse abandinment easier?  This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail customers served
by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the line. I urge you to
pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant funding to get the most
critical bridge repairs done ASAP. DO THE RIGHT THING!

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ronnie Trubek

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9444



From: sallyebowyer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sallye Steiner Bowyer
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:26:11 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sallye Steiner Bowyer

  Soquel, CA 95073-9727



From: tifsaoj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tyler Bahn
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:24:58 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Do not kill the potential for passenger rail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tyler Bahn

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1714



From: coleman114@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolyn Coleman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:02:07 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

I don't understand why the RTC is changing course and not pursuing every possible funding for rail transportation. I
am a cyclist and aging and I volunteer with an organization that serves the Latinx community in our County. We
need transportation options for everyone! Don't take us in the wrong direction and don't subvert the democratic
process by taking action before the election.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Coleman

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3412



From: dmurray@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Douglas Murray
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:05:55 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election. This seems like the obviously correct course.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP. This seems like the obviously correct course.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Douglas Murray

  Santa Cruz, CA 95061-8484



From: briandharrison@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Harrison
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: Respect the Election
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:36:29 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brian Harrison

  Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4423



From: Marmkilpatrick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Auston Marm Kilpatrick
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Items 28 and 11: maintain an option for rail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:33:43 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Please table Item 28 until after the election on measure D. However, if the commission acts on Item 28 instead of
tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail option. I strongly support keeping the tracks in place and pursuing both
rail and trail as soon as possible.

Regarding Item 11, I support the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, including applying for a $500,000 grant for
repairs.

Auston Marm Kilpatrick

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Auston Marm Kilpatrick

Santa Cruz, CA 95064-1072



From: mmacambridge@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martha Macambridge
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: KEEP Our options open with regard to RAIL and Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:55:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

The move on the part of the RTC to hold this vote now, before the voters can decide the fate of the RAIL, is surely a
disgusting power move by wealthy influence with ties to Manu Koenig. 

I definitely object to any decisions that will preempt Ballot Measure D in the voting booth. This would be grossly
unfair to residents of Santa Cruz County. We value our voting rights, and we value our right to have a say in the
outcome of this measure. Asking the RTC to make this decision for us is an insult.

For the record, I am voting NO on Measure D because it would be wrong to remove one of our transportation
options. We all know that railbanking is a misnomer... that there is no such thing as removing rails only to replace
them at a later date. It does not happen.  Period.

Widening highways doesn't work, never has worked and guess what, it never will, unless this country changes its
love affair with autos AND those of you in charge get off your seats and DO something about public transportation
to include rail, what a concept!

Whether we build an electric rail line now or in the future is immaterial. But we should NOT remove one of those
options forever. We need to keep our options open.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Martha Macambridge

t  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2236



From: albi.b.romero@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Albi Romero
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep building the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:46:51 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Albi Romero

  Aptos, CA 95003-3019



From: lucia.maclean@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucia MacLean
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail AND Build the Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 12:20:45 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lucia MacLean

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-0137



From: jackmccourt710@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jack Amend-McCourt
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:50:10 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I currently live in Boulder Creek but have recently lived on the westside of Santa Cruz close to the rail and trail, I
was born and raised here in Santa Cruz. I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of
the 32 mile multi-use trail going along the tracks. I am strongly opposed to the wasteful Interim Trail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5th agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line. Maintaining our current freight lines and expanding freight rail is crucial for
reducing carbon emissions and dangerous semi-truck traffic.

Greenway is a financial boondoggle.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jack Amend-McCourt

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9718



From: donna0sue@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Thomas
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:14:18 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Donna Thomas

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4824



From: heidih860@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heidi Harris
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 5:21:21 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am strongly opposed to the InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

This behavior is abhorrent- you all should be horrified at yourselves. Going against the fair system because you have
the money to do so is not right. SHAME ON YOU.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Heidi Harris

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9601



From: jackt1951@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jack Tracey
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 5:03:35 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jack Tracey

Capitola, CA 95010-2050



From: mattfarrell922@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matt Farrell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 3:57:33 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 11 and 28 on the May 5 agenda. 

I urge the Regional Transportation Commissioners to direct staff to rebid the Pajaro River Bridge repair to preserve
freight service on the Branch Line; and to protect Watsonville business and industry's current access to the State
Rail line through Pajaro Station.  This is the environmentally responsible thing to do. 

I also want to urge the Commission to table item 28 until its June meeting.  This will allow consideration of this
decision in light of voters' choice on June 7.  This is the responsible course of action.  In terms of staff's
recommendation for proceeding with  railbanking, I would remind the Commission that there has not been a public
hearing on this course of action.  Given the impact this decision would have on Roaring Camp and potential electric
light rail, it is reasonable for the commission to be transparent and hold a public hearing on this issue. 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Matt Farrell

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2618



From: ejpotts47@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elisabeth Potts
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 3:22:21 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elisabeth Potts

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1518



From: ejpotts47@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elisabeth Potts
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 3:21:28 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elisabeth Potts

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1518



From: capoppy9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Monica Wilkinson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 3:15:22 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Santa Cruz County NEEDS to keep our rail line! Removing the rail corridor will destroy our chances of having
sustainable mass transit here. We NEED to do our part to reduce personal vehicle usage and increase affordable
transportation options that well benefit EVERYONE. Removing the rail corridor constitutes an assault on the
climate and on transit equity.

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Monica Wilkinson

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4615



From: jpotterton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jim potterton
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 3:05:46 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
jim potterton

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1328



From: l.h.hager@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lukas Hager
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 2:22:36 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lukas Hager

  Felton, CA 95018-9244



From: maceo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maceo Hastings Porro
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 1:31:09 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Maceo Hastings Porro

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6170



From: mjsriodel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maryjane Slade
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 1:20:07 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

     Why does it feel like the staff of the RTC is sabotaging the keeping of our rail tracks?  The community has voted
3 times to keep this transportation item that fits the needs of ALL the community.  Has the staff fulfilled their
obligation of their positions to pursue funding that is available to keep & maintain the rail?  Who can research the
obvious bias of the staff?  They are not honoring their positions of supposedly being non biased.  The rail
component will help in our need to reduce our pollution.  I do support the Interim Rail plan!

Maryjane Slade

Aptos, CA 95003

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Maryjane Slade

  Aptos, CA 95003-5118



From: lornagrundeman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lorna Grundeman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:40:59 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lorna Grundeman

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4211



From: lisa.ledwith@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Ledwith
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 1:09:29 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

As a resident of district 1 and admin aide in HSA Public Health, I want you to move forward with rail transit while
continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

We are stronger together always. I work for the county so our community today and generations of residents in the
future, will have better access to services. It is our duty to as public servants to bring this ultimate rail trail to the
people, as they have spoke for.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lisa Ledwith

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1956



From: pennydenny3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Penny Matthews
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 12:57:15 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Penny Matthews

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3332



From: bradley.jackson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bradley Jackson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 12:37:45 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Here is my opinion on items on tomorrow's agenda for RTC meeting.  I strongly believe that RTC should build the
ultimate trail and keep the rail.  I live right by the rail trail on the Westside and firmly believe that a single 16 ft trail
(when possible is the best idea.  It seems to provide plenty of room for walkers and bikers in my neighborhood.  I
personally would use rail transportation if it every became available so I would like to keep the trail.  Personally I
think that we should wait to make this decision though until after the election in June.  I also believe that the pajaro
river rail bridge should be maintained.  I enjoy using the rail trail and I spend several hours a week picking up
garbage and weeding along the trail etc.  Cheers, Brad Jackson  

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Bradley Jackson

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5347



From: elisa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elisa Breton
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 12:12:39 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elisa Breton

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: ron@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ron Fossum
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 12:02:17 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ron Fossum

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3342



From: smrneal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelley Meal
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 12:00:56 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Shelley Meal

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3332



From: seanshrum@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sean Shrum
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 12:00:54 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

You will not be forgiven for the dirty politics at play here, and your work will not be gorgiven.

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sean Shrum

  San Jose, CA 95125-5003



From: susanschai@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Schai
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:59:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear Commissioner,
I am writing to express my dismay that a secret vote is occurring to preempt the vote by the public on Measure D. I
am unbelievably disappointed that such a narrow and wrongheaded opinion of a few has gotten so far in derailing
the infrastructure plan wanted and voted for by the county more than once. We need the Ultimate Plan to continue
and stop the trail-only crap that has been thrown out to confuse voters. I support rail as a future offset for carbon and
to increase transpositions from the south country and the long term plan to have Santa Cruz rail meet with the rest of
the California rail system.

From the form, I agree with the following statements. You can count on my activism and all the people I know to
support improving rail NOT ripping ANY tracks out.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Please consider the community as a whole and not the subversive tactics used by landowners etc that wish to derail
and stop rail option in our county. I fully support the RAIL AND TRAIL network that so much planning and
finances have already gotten underway.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Susan Schai

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3903



From: camt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Connie Gabriel Wilson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:57:50 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Connie Gabriel Wilson

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1021



From: ebnaturegirl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Bell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:52:44 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Bell

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3505



From: maryzmckenna13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary McKenna
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:26:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear RTC Commissioners, I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. I am mystified by
what appears to a be move by the Regional Transportation Commission to remove public transportation. I thought
the RTC’s function was to promote and preserve public transportation, not remove and impede it. I want you to
move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the InterimTrail.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). Quite frankly, I am surprised that such an item would even be
considered before the election. It seems like a pre-emption or work-around of the election process. The RTC should
respect the public’s right to vote on this important issue.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line. The RTC should be doing everything they can to allow freight to move smoothly.
This also seems like an inappropriate item to place on a consent agenda.

In a world facing climate change, we all need to do everything possible to preserve and promote public
transportation. It is not just a matter of crowded freeways and long waits in traffic. What is happening locally is a
small part of a global problem. We need to do everything we can to reduce our carbon footprint, now and for the
future of our children and grandchildren. Railbanking is not a step forward, as some would have us believe. It is a
step backward, and a step away from public transportation.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the locally preferred
alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely, Mary McKenna

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mary McKenna

Aptos, CA 95003-9616



From: architectatlaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brad Angell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:49:40 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brad Angell

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2907



From: lizabethmorell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lizabeth Morell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:45:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lizabeth Morell

Aptos, CA 95001-1676



From: agnol831@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alejandro Nolasco
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:44:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Alejandro Nolasco

Watsonville, CA 95076-2834



From: marianv brown@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marian Brown
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:42:41 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Marian Brown

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3325



From: plumlee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Plumlee
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:41:51 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Please move forward with the current plan for the ultimate trail and keeping the rails for future use. I am strongly
opposed to the loss of the rails. Loss of the rails robs current and future citizens of Santa Cruz County of the ability
to use the rails for low impact transportation options.

My comments are regarding Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Having these items on the agenda for possible approval reeks of bad faith. Soon Santa Cruz County voters will
weigh in on Measure D. any decisions concerning the rail corridor should be delayed until after the vote. I strongly
object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

Further, I object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling planned repairs for the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
David Plumlee

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6108



From: kmcmille@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine McMillen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:39:51 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Katherine McMillen

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Katherine McMillen

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1603



From: kywhite99@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nakyan White
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:37:13 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Nakyan White

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5910



From: bennydre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Benny Drescher
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:32:24 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Support the Ultimate Trail and the Democratic Process

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Benny Drescher

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2409



From: jokat9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of joanne Katzen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:27:53 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to urge  you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly
opposed to the InterimTrail. There are many reasons why I believe that the Rail Trail is an optimal proposal. A chief
concern I have is that people who are elderly or disabled--those who cannot bike or walk--will not be able to access
the trail without the rail component. I have family members who fall into this category. I feel that it is essential to
have a viable method of transportation which will get people out of their cars and off of the freeways.

I wish to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

I continue to support the implementation of a rail system using the existing tracks. We need to move towards a more
sustainable future for all of us.

Sincerely,

Joanne Katzen

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
joanne Katzen

Aptos, CA 95003-4023



From: dackemann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dean Ackemann
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:15:09 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Sincerely,
Dean Ackemann, Ben Lomond

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dean Ackemann

N A N A Ben Lomond, CA 95005



From: rnlangis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renata Langis
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:38:32 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I'm am a climate planner and strongly believe that rail transit is the most efficient and sustainable way to travel. Rail
transportation is the backbone of transit and bolsters the economy in all highly developed countries. Simply put--
rail is the way of the future, as exemplified by the California High Speed Rail. In Santa Cruz county, rail is also a
preservation of the past, where the Roaring Camp provided an early form of ecotourism in one of the first stands of
coastal redwoods spared from logging. Not only should the tracks be preserved, but they should not be removed due
to the cost and unnecessary planning efforts to change the existing approved plan for the Ultimate Trail. Don't fix
what ain't broke. Santa Cruz County, with its abundant natural resources, should have a clean transit future. I urge
you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Renata Langis

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1710



From: santiago@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Santiago Montoya
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:14:06 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Please don't take our rail options away.

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Santiago Montoya

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1245



From: gevans@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail Evans
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:07:50 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Kind regards,
Gail G. Evans, Ph.D.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Gail Evans

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3327



From: cssharpe063@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Salazar Sharpe
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:02:06 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Save Roaring Camp which our family has attended for 35 years! Use local alternative of trail and electric passengers
rail together!

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Cynthia Salazar Sharpe

San Jose, CA 95124-2114



From: jguire@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanette Guire
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:01:00 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  As a longtime resident I am disappointed this
measure has taken so long to come to fruition.   I feel we (the residents and voters) have made it clear we are in
favor of the Rail/Trail and NO Railbanking.   Please revisit your information and vote for the way you have been
shown by the residents,

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jeanette Guire

  Felton, CA 95018-9220



From: stephaniemns9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Means
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:56:40 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Means

Brookdale, CA 95007



From: ramonmentor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ramon Mentor
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:55:27 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Please let the voters decide this in the election.
It’s best for everyone and we’ll all move forward after the election.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ramon Mentor

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: franksanchez501@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank Sanchez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:47:10 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Frank Sanchez

  Orland, CA 95963-9350



From: sunshin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of sunshine gibbs
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:15:56 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
sunshine gibbs

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2740



From: hochstein@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Hochstein
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:57:49 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

It is in all of our best interests to move forward with the already-approved plan to BUILD THE TRAIL and KEEP
THE TRACKS.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lisa Hochstein

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6038



From: sean@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sean Lazar
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:55:47 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sean Lazar

  Soquel, CA 95073-9725



From: cinsekkel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Sekkel
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:49:02 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail'
(basically Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Cynthia Sekkel

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9430



From: brivaldivia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Valdivia
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 6:57:23 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brian Valdivia

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-9657



From: carloncam@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carl Seibert
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail, Please!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:42:48 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

I respectfully ask of you, please, to preserve this vital transportation asset, one that our entire county benefits from.
The next time we are affected by a natural disaster (And it's a matter of "When", not "If", isn't it?), the rails (And the
trail.) can be utilized as a valuable supply artery, as well as an alternative evacuation route.

I don't understand why more of our fellow Santa Cruz County residents do not see the "Ultimate Trail" (rail, bike
and pedestrian) as an investment in the county's future, one we will pass along to future generations to use, enjoy,
and improve upon.
This is not an "expense we cannot afford".  Hardly.
Thank you for your time, your service and your consideration.

Carl A. Seibert
Soquel

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Carl Seibert

  Soquel, CA 95073-2504



From: erindayedmundson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erin Edmundson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail-let the voters vote!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:50:38 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Erin Edmundson

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3346



From: bcmbecker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Becker
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:39:22 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mark Becker

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9353



From: 48kaa25bznz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dennis DeMille
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Rail and Finish the Trail!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:00:18 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

ESTABLISHING AN UPGRADED AND FULLY FUNCTIONAL RAIL PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM BETWEEN OUR 2 LARGEST CITIES (SANTA CRUZ, WATSONVILLE) IS VITAL AND LONG,
LONG OVERDUE. 

AS YOU ARE FULLY AWARE, RAIL TRAVEL HAS THESE CLEAR ADVANTAGES OVER CARS,
BICYCLES, E-BICYCLES, SCOOTERS, ETC.:

1) MOVES LARGE NUMBERS OF PASSENGERS AT ONCE, ELIMINATING POLLUTING CARS THAT
CHOKE OUR HIGHWAYS.

2) PROVIDES TRANSPORTATION TO OLDER RESIDENTS AND TO OTHERS WHO MAY HAVE LIMITED
MOBILITY.

3) IS AVAILABILE YEAR ROUND, REGARDLESS OF WEATHER CONDITIONS.

PLEASE ACT TO PRESERVE, UPGRADE, AND PREMOTE THE RAIL CORRIDOR BETWEEN SANTA
CRUZ AND WATSONVILLE.

THIS IS THE ONLY OBVIOUS, PRACTICAL, AND WORKABLE SOLUTION TO ADDRESS OUR
COUNTY'S VITAL, AND LONG NEGLECTED, TRANSPORTATION ISSUSE!

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Dennis A. DeMille
Santa Cruz city

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dennis DeMille



  Santa Cruz, CA 95063-3379



From: saladinssale@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Saladin Sale
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Tracks and Build the "Ultimate" Rail Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:59:39 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I write to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro River bridge and request that it be
pulled from the Consent Agenda and openly discussed among the Commissioners and staff following a period for
public comment on this item.
Cancelling these repairs will impede freight traffic now using the line and represent the RTC's escalation to open
hostilities with Roaring Camp railroad, a treasured county asset and current provider of south county freight service,
connecting Santa Cruz County with the national rail network..

I further object in the strongest terms to the Item 28 staff recommendation that the Commission decide TODAY 
between the "Interim trail" (the Greenway proposal) and the "Ultimate trail" (continuing construction of the rail trail
while preserving the tracks).  With only a few weeks remaining before the county votes on Measure D, it would be
unconscionable for the Commission to not wait to learn the will of the voters before making a decision of such
import.  Over several years there has been a mounting public interest in a VOTE of the people on this issue and for
the Commission to race to choose ahead of the electorate in order to force a decision and potentially attempt to sway
the vote would result in an indelible stain on the Preston RTC and any Commissioners responsible for such an action
against our democratic process.   Commissioners being asked to pre-empt the will of the people would do well to
heed the gravity of this situation.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the Interim Trail.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Saladin Sale

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3077



From: gelwoodc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of George Carroll
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the Train Tracks!! RAIL AND TRAIL!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:00:20 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

It is inconceivable that in  this time of impending climate crisis that you are even thinking of tearing up our rail
tracks. We need and the people demand that you help create sustainable mass transit on our rail line. I am an avid
biker. I commute everyday. This is not bike vs trains. We need both bikes and trains. The train and trail model is
already working on the West Side of Santa Cruz.

It will be to your lasting shame as members of the RTC and of this community if you tear out our train tracks.

George Carroll
135 School Street.
Santa Cruz

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
George Carroll

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3740



From: awander3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Anderson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the rail, don"t care about the trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:14:26 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I believe it would be a great idea to ad electric transportation to our present rail system and add more rail to parts of
town and the county that the current rail does not go. The bike people just do whatever the he'll they want to do
anyway.  Sincerely Alan

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Alan Anderson

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5053



From: aviva@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Vivienne Orgel
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the railroad Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:46:51 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  Basically, we need to keep the rails in place
ready for future eco trains etc as once removed elsewhere theyve never been returned..

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Vivienne Orgel

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2618



From: julijim.pyrpaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julie Montgomery
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the tracks, wait for the vote on D
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:51:15 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

What is the urgency to vote on items 28 and 11 before the results of the election?  Greenway supporters and their
representatives on the RTC have long lobbied for such a vote and now the RTC is sending a message that the vote
on measure D is irrelevant.

For item 28, hope the RTC will reject the interim trail option and select the current plan of record to construct the
trail and keep the tracks.  Please let the voters decide if all references to rail transit should be removed from the
master plan before making any decision related to the construction of an interim trail, abandonment of the rail
corridor, and railbanking.

For item 11, the RTC must be responsible for its commitment to maintain the rail infrastructure as long as the
corridor has not been abandoned. It is shameful that the RTC is even proposing to renege on a promise to make
needed repairs to support our local rail operators.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Julie Montgomery

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1238



From: ridingaroundca@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Caletti
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Keep the tracks
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:08:18 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
John Caletti

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6370



From: marthagw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martha Graham-Waldon
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Let Us Decide to Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:56:46 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Martha Graham-Waldon

  Felton, CA 95018-9094



From: mchoeft@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Hoeft
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Let Voters Decide on Measure D - It"s Unethical to Disregard the Will of the People
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:44:08 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Mark Hoeft

  Santa Clara, CA 95051-5651



From: ekstromdesign@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Ekstrom
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Let the Voters Decide & Yes on Pajaro Bridge Repairs
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:44:00 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I'm writing regarding Items 11 and 28 on May 5th's agenda. 

Why is Item 28 even on this agenda? It seems inappropriate and preemptory, and it seems to try to bypass the will of
the voters on the Rail and Trail issue. This is about to go to the polls now. Please wait until after the election.

However, if the commission insists on acting on Item 28 instead of waiting for the election, then please choose the
Ultimate Trail.

The Interim Trail is a bad plan and would increase costs for building the trail by about $12 million / mile. The
Commission would be drawn into an ugly forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which could
certainly fail in the end. And even if "successful", abandonment and railbanking would be a defeat: it would be a
betrayal of the promise when we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement
Electric Passenger Rail with the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data
showed it would best serve the transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC "succeeded" in
forced abandonment and track demolition, it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all of these reasons, I strongly support keeping the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks & trail both. But
again — I urge you to table this item until after the election. Presuming to make this decision now, when we are
about to vote on this issue, would be questionable, undemocratic, and unethical.

Regarding Consent Agenda Item 11, staff is asking that the planned repairs of the Pajaro Bridge be canceled, in spite
of the $500,000 grant budget available for repairs. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it
purchased the line. The bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail customers. Please pull this item from the
consent agenda, and direct the staff to instead figure out how to leverage the grant funds to get the most critical
bridge repairs done as soon as possible.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lisa Ekstrom

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4945



From: alaskaaimee49@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Aimee Moore
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Misinformation and Lies are NOT Acceptable!!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:50:28 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Aimee Moore

Felton, CA 95018-8944



From: bobvorce@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Vorce
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: NEEDED RAILS & Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:13:02 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Come on people …let’s get this thing done. I spent 20 years hoping on this project . I can’t stand it that you are
going to take it away with one ballot measure. THIS is absurd as I’ve been wanting to ride this trail for 20 years. I
made it to 82. It looks like I’m gonna be lucky to have my ashes spread under the bench I’m going to buy. You
know your not going to rip up the tracks, plan a trail and build it for another 20 years. Come on people. Let’s do it
rails and trails. Thanks for listening.

Bob V

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Robert Vorce

  Wenatchee, WA 98801-1611



From: msjoe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Simon
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Need for integrity in decision making
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:51:59 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michelle Simon

La Selva Bch, CA 95076-1635



From: andrea.victor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Montoya
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: No to GW"s plan, save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:19:26 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

We are waiting for our rail system, please make it happen!  Transportation equity is a must!

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Andrea Montoya

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1245



From:
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Opposed to light rail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:56:35 AM

I am opposed to Light rail! It won’t work here and it will be too expensive!
 
I am for the trail, widening highway 1, more busses, and small, quiet, wheeled buses that could
possibly go on the trail, but if not, at least go almost anywhere, to assist people with disabilities and
the elderly.
 
Rail is too limiting and won’t really solve anything and will add more problems.
 
I DO support keeping Roaring Camp though.
 
Jim Huether
Soquel



From: pamela@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pamela Simmons
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Our Right to Vote on this Issue is Paramount!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:05:32 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Pamela D. Simmons
Attorney at Law

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Pamela Simmons

Soquel, CA 95073-2453



From: peggyflynn26@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of peggy flynn
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: PLEASE!! Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:16:06 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
peggy flynn

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4753



From: griffin9898@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ryan Meckel
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:31:45 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the Interim Trail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ryan Meckel

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6617



From: rentken@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kenneth Carlson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please Do NOT remove the Train Tracks as we are going to need them in the future.
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:27:18 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

IT's only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to any decisions on the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

Santa Cruz is growing rapidly with huge numbers of high-density housing on the drawing board/and at various
stages of the construction process and we must plan for pubic transportation that keeps additional cars/buses off of
the already clogged streets of our community.

A quick look over the hill to Silicon Valley one can easily observe huge housing projects that are being built around
both BART and CalTrain stations. If/when we get our trolley train set-up new high density housing will be zoned  to
go in near the new stations on our train/trail corridor.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

                                                                                          Sincerely, Kenneth G. Carlson

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
kenneth Carlson

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2652



From: heddicr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heddi Craft
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail when voting on items 28 and 11
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:14:57 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters so please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Heddi Craft

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6247



From: keiji.muramoto@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Keiji Muramoto
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please Vote for the "Ultimate Trail" Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:57:36 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to you regarding Items 28 and 11 on the May 5th agenda.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor's fate.

I object to Item 28, in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the "Interim Trail" (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the "Ultimate Trail" (completion of the
trail alongside the existing right-of-way).

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I oppose the Interim Trail.
I also object to agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro Trestle, which will impede freight traffic
now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Keiji Muramoto

Watsonville, CA 95076-1268



From: Celiasb1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Celia Hursey
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please don"t tear out tracks
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 1:00:26 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

 Thank you for all your work.
I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 
 
I am encouraging you to keep the tracks in place and for possibilities in the future for some sort of rail transport.
  I believe the trail can be completed alongside the tracks.
  And please don't cancel Pajaro bridge repair

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Celia Hursey

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4851



From: Buzz Anderson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please rail bank and approve interim trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:26:02 AM

Esteemed Commission and RTC Staff,

Please move forward with rail banking the Santa Cruz Branch line. It is absolutely essential for building any trail on
the rail corridor. And please approve the study and implementation of the “Interim” trail.  It’s safe, affordable,
environmental, continuous and can be built faster.  Our community needs this multi-use trail.

Thank You,

Buzz Anderson



From: jimmo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim MacKenzie
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please reject the infeasible and ill-conceived "Interim Trail" option
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:59:40 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Item 28 of the May 5, 2022, agenda. 

Agenda Item 28 asks the Commission to decide between an ‘Interim Trail' option (requiring railbanking and tearing
out the tracks through mid-County) and an ‘Ultimate Trail’ option (completion of the trail alongside the existing
tracks, as described in the 2014 Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail (MBSST) master plan and EIR and laid out in
plans by the RTC, the City of Santa Cruz, and the County of Santa Cruz.

As you know, the 'Interim Trail' option requires railbanking to be feasible.

Railbanking would only be possible if a federal agency, the Surface Transportation Board (STB) — which is in the
business of protecting active, federally granted freight easements — approved it over the objections of both the
current active freight operator (Progressive Rail), its sub-operator (Roaring Camp), and existing freight customers.

It also seems quite evident that the State of California would have to bless such a radical change of use of a rail
corridor and ROW purchased with rail bond and other state transportation funds stipulating that the purchased
resource be used for passenger rail and not for a recreational trail in place of rail — a use that Caltrans and the CTC
have both made abundantly clear to the RTC would be unacceptable to the state under the terms of the original
purchase-funding agreement.

For all of these reasons, an 'Interim Trail' option should not even be under consideration by this body. I am, frankly,
quite surprised that it is.

Instead, I urge the Commissioners to support the 'Ultimate Trail' option, with continued completion of the trail, in
accordance with the guiding principles of the MBSST master plan, as funds become available to continue building
out segments of that trail. In this way, the rail infrastructure will be preserved, and planning and funding efforts for
future passenger rail can be resumed after being stalled for over a year.

In conclusion:

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jim MacKenzie

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5242



From: mttaylor760@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Taylor
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please save our rail corridor and all tracks
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:01:34 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

It is imperative that we support initiatives to move forward with increasing access to rail transportation for all
citizens of our county and beyond. We must move forward to protect our rail heritage and right to full and enhanced
transit opportunities that serve all populations, including those that are most disenfranchised. Sincerely, Michelle
Taylor.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michelle Taylor

  Watsonville, CA 95076-2946



From: fondypete@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barb Petrie
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please save our tracks and keep building the trail we are building now!!!!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:43:54 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.
   Please please please save our tracks for future use and keep building the trail we are building NOW!!!
   Sincerely
Barb Petrie. Long time Santa Cruz resident and cyclist

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Barb Petrie

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3114



From: kgrop4stuff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of K.Groppi PE
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please vote for a fossil fuel free future
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:18:28 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

The California State Rail Plan proposes a connected state with the most economic and energy-efficient shipping and
passenger rail network.  Why would the RTC opt our county out of this opportunity at this time by failing to repair
the Pajaro bridge rails and advocating for removing the tracks?  The future benefit of a rail and tail would serve the
most people for the least cost. How could a public agency advocate for anything less?   Who stands to gain from this
action? It will not be people who rely on public transportation or people who care about lowering carbon emissions
or anyone who cannot afford $6.00/per gallon gas. Who do you represent how will you be accountable?

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
K. Groppi PE

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3717



From: daniels.jeremiah@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeremiah Daniels
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Please! Repair the tracks keep building the trail. Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:14:43 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I know those opposed to rail and trail will cite form letters as some sort of noise instead of honest form of civil
discourse which is unfortunate because we elect our representatives so that is civilians can work and live our lives
trusting in you to do the right thing.

I urge you to do the right thing: continue to invest in our rail corridor, continue to build the trail.

I am a combat veteran with knee injuries, served in Iraq in 2004-2005 and 2006-2007. I do enjoy walking and
hiking, and occasionally biking - but I also need robust public transportation options in our community when my
knees are not able to keep me up. I am 37 years old, mostly able bodied… if I have issues, I can only imagine what
others encounter and feel when they hear the RTC may be abandoning rail options.

Think of those with conditions far worse than mine when you make decisions about our future rail and trail - keep
investing in the rail, do not forsake me and those with bodies that are not able to always utilize a trail.

Think of the environmental costs of individual vehicular (even ebikes have horrible environmental tolls!)
transportation.

Think of a hopefilled and accessible future. Please!

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.



Sincerely,
Jeremiah Daniels

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1027



From: pamelabeth.sexton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pamela Sexton
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Protect the tracks and build Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:01:50 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing regarding Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I strongly object to Item 28 in which the Commission is asked to choose between the ‘Interim Trail', essentially
Measure D, and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). That this agenda item
would be placed only weeks before Measure D is presented to voters appears underhanded and undemocratic, to say
the least!

I wholeheartedly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am strongly opposed
to the InterimTrail. The rail and trail option is the only option that truly considers the urgent need for climate action
and equity in transportation.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs to the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Pamela Sexton

  Watsonville, CA 95076-3912



From: debrawirkman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Wirkman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Public comment on Items 28 and 11
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:28:52 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

My primary purpose in writing to you today is to remind the SCCRTC of your obligation to fulfil the commitment
to initiate passenger rail service made when purchasing the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line 10 years ago. I ask that
your agency renew its commitment to initiate passenger rail service as a transit alternative to our congested roads,
and to work diligently and creatively to meet this obligation as soon as possible.

Today I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on your May 5, 2022 agenda. While I did not personally author
the comments below, they represent my views and I submit them as an individual resident of Santa Cruz County, not
on behalf of any group or organization.

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Debra Wirkman

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5942





From: Frank Sleight
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Rail Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 1:27:10 PM

 
I support the ultimate option, Than You, Frank Sleight
 



From: Gail McCredie
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Rail plus Trail, please!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:03:16 PM

As a supporter of bicyclists, pedestrians, and rail users, I urgently request that Santa
Cruz County move forward with plans for a trail next to a rail line. We've made plans
for this over many years and for Greenway to hijack South County needs is horrifying
to me! Please move forward, as planned, for a rail+trail to mitigate green house
emissions, to offer another beautiful and healthful trail in our county, and to save
South County residents(especially) hours of hwy travel each week slogging along
Hwy 1 to and from work and school.

Respectfully,
Gail E. McCredie
Corralitos resident



From: Janice Arcaro
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Railbanking Talk MUST STOP
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:25:55 PM

How embarrassing that you're assuming that voters want railbanking in our County, and your
language in recent emails reflects you've already made plans to push your "no train" agenda on
us. You can't even wait for the vote to happen? How arrogant. Then again, when Greenway is
your Daddy, deep pockets can allow you to be selfish. 
So disappointed in this irreversible, shortsighted agenda you and the Koenig Kronies are
pushing.

Sleep well knowing you've doomed transportation FOR ALL in Santa Cruz County!

J. Arcaro



From: predicat1536@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catherine Marino
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Repair & Keep Rail infrastructure, Build the Ultimate Trail, apply for Rail Funding.
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:53:10 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Our unique geography, skyrocketing land values, and widely varied demographics create a need to provide multiple
types of transit for our County’s citizens, and also for our large tourist base. We must look to the future and provide
various means of clean &  accessible transportation.

The “Interim Trail” option will not address all of these urgent needs. The “Interim Trail” would provide a trail that
is only 4’ wider than the “Ultimate Trail”. The “Ultimate Trail” will keep our Rail infrastructure, and allow us to
move forward with trail that is already in design, EIR, bidding, and construction stages. Switching to any “Interim
Trail”, rail banking, or rail removal now will create more cost in time and in dollars for new remediation, EIRs,
Design, etc. And restoring removed rail infrastructure at a time in the distant future will be extremely costly and
likely impossible.

A final plea on my part is to consider all of our citizens. A trail only will only serve those who are physically able to
ride bikes or scooters for long distances to commute, or for recreational short trips. A trail only will not serve as a
cross county commuter way except for the very few. However, a light electric tram that is capable of carrying
bicycles will serve all of us- children, bicyclists, aged folks like myself, and physically less abled citizens. We
desperately need more transit options. Please do not delay and undermine our Ultimate Design by rail banking,
removing rail, or considering an “Interim Trail”.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Catherine Marino

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1720



From: rmbl2010@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Schieffer
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Respect our firefighters. Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:29:58 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Steven Schieffer

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4759



From: cath.hoeft@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catherine Hoeft
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Respect the Voters and Let Us Decide on the Issue of the Rail and Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:11:54 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Catherine Hoeft

  Felton, CA 95018-8919



From: justkikuchi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Kikuchi
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: SAVE THE TRACKS!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:55:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I was born in santa cruz and just started my own family here. I want there to be equitable transportation options for
my kids when they grow up. If we remove the rails, they will never come back. Rail banking is not the solution.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Justin Kikuchi

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3419



From: Renee Flower
To: sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; Andy Schiffrin; ari.parker@cityofwatsonville.org; jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us;

eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; Ryan Coonerty;
bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us; thekristenbrown@gmail.com;
manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us; rlj12@comcast.net; Michael Rotkin; tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov; Regional
Transportation Commission

Cc: ctc@catc.ca.gov
Subject: SCCRTC - May 5, 2022, Agenda Item 28 ::: maintain the rail line + build the trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:38:55 PM

Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
Meeting of May 5, 2022
Regarding Agenda item 28

SCCRTC Commissioners:

I am opposed to the so-called “Scenario 1: Interim Trail” which was never contemplated by the Master Plan for the
Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail (MBSST).  The Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line (SCBRL) was purchased with
funds from Proposition 116 for passenger rail. It is beyond absurd to argue that it would be much less expensive to
build a trail if the tracks were removed. It is illogical to destroy the rails to build a bicycle path. The MBSST was,
from the beginning, dependent upon public ownership of the rail line, and the coastal rail trail was to be built
parallel to the tracks, not in place of the tracks. The MBSST Master Plan Introduction includes this statement: “The
Coastal Rail Trail … is a result of a 20-year-long effort to purchase the over 135-year-old Santa Cruz Branch Rail
Line.” There would be no Coastal Rail Trail without the public ownership of the rail corridor, which was purchased
with funds stipulated for passenger rail.

Also, I am vehemently opposed to railbanking. The May 5th Agenda Item 28 includes the following: “Direct staff to
return at a subsequent RTC meeting to seek approval from the Commission to initiate railbanking.” If the SCCRTC
staff were to initiate rail banking, it would be adverse abandonment of the rail line, and for what goal? To remove
the tracks to build a less expensive bicycle trail?

It’s doubtful that the State of California would endorse the abandonment of a rail corridor that was purchased with
rail bond and other state transportation funds stipulated for passenger rail. Caltrans and the California Transportation
Commission have made it clear that this would be unacceptable to the state under the terms of the original
purchase/funding agreement for the SCBRL.

In relation to MBSST Segment 12, please consider constructing one bi-directional bicycle and pedestrian Highway 1
overpass to provide access to Aptos Village as a “spur trail” network extension from the main trail. Bicycle and
pedestrian routes through Aptos Village and along Soquel Drive can be part of the MBSST Network, with partial
alignment with the rail tracks. This approach would simplify the complicated and expensive construction of a trail
that would parallel the entire rail loop through the village which includes multiple bridges and trestles.

Preserve the tracks for passenger and freight rail transit. Build a trail within the rail corridor where possible.

Sincerely,

Renée Flower
Resident of Santa Cruz County since 1973

———————————————————————
ADDENDUM

• Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail Network Master Plan - Final
Section 1, Introduction
Excerpt, page 1-3:



“The spine, or primary alignment, of the MBSST Network will be built parallel to (not in place of) the operational
rail line, within the rail right-of-way, so that freight rail and future passenger rail service may be provided.”
Source:
https://sccrtc.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/section+1+-+introduction.pdf

• Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail Network Master Plan EIR
Section 2.0, Project Description. Excerpt, page 2-1:
“The MBSST Network corridor would primarily align with the former Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line right-of-way, a
32-mile, continuous travel corridor, 31-miles of which are now owned by the Santa Cruz County Regional
Transportation Commission (RTC). The rail right-of-way would serve both rail service and bike/pedestrian trail
functions.”
Source:
https://sccrtc.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/2.0-Project-Description.pdf

• The SCCRTC purchased the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line in 2012 with funds from Proposition 116.
Proposition 116 — The people of California find and declare all of the following:
(a) Rail transportation results in cleaner air, less energy use, more transportation opportunities for those who cannot
drive, and less crowding on already overcrowded streets and highways.
(b) For these reasons, it is appropriate to use state general obligation bonds to finance rail infrastructure.
(c) This part will result in implementation of part of an overall transportation plan which will provide cleaner air and
better transportation options for all Californians.
(Added June 5, 1990, by initiative Proposition 116.)
Source:
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?
sectionNum=99601.&nodeTreePath=17.12.1&lawCode=PUC

• Chapter 3. Grants [99620 - 99655]  ( Chapter 3 added June 5, 1990, by initiative Proposition 116. )
99640.  Eleven million dollars ($11,000,000) shall be allocated to the Santa Cruz County Transportation
Commission for the following:
(a) Intercity passenger rail projects connecting the City of Santa Cruz with the Watsonville Junction.
(b) Other rail projects within Santa Cruz County which facilitate recreational, commuter, intercity and intercounty
travel.
(Added June 5, 1990, by initiative Proposition 116.)
Source:
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?sectionNum=99640.&lawCode=PUC

• Regarding the disposition of Proposition 116 funds if a trail-only “Greenway” project replaced the rail line in the
Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line corridor:

— “Section 99613(a)(1) of Proposition 116 is not broadly constructed to allow rail right of way acquisition for other
than rail purposes....I would submit that if the only transportation utility gained through the purchase of this corridor
were for pedestrian and bicycle facilities, however worthwhile, the prescribed purposes of Proposition 116 for
passenger rail service (as referenced above) would not be met.”
Source:
Letter, dated May 15, 2000, from Robert Remen, Executive Director of the California Transportation Commission,
to Linda Wilshusen, Executive Director of the SCCRTC
https://www.sccrtc.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/CTCMay2000onProp116.pdf

—  “2.6 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Commission shall be entitled to a then present value refund, or
credit, at State’s option, equivalent to the proportionate funding participation by the State towards property
acquisition and project construction in the event that Recipient, or successor public entities, fail or cease to utilize
the Project for the intended public passenger rail purposes or sells or transfers title to the Project.”
Source:
Memorandum, dated January 19-20, 2011, from the State of California Dept. of Transportation to the SCCRTC,
allocating $10.2 million in Prop. 116 funding and $4 million in Public Transportation Account (PTA) funding for
purchase of the Santa Cruz Branch Line rail corridor and right of way.



https://www.sccrtc.org/wp-
content/uploads/2011/04/FinalCTCapprovalProp116nSTIPjan2011_RBI_Tab25_2_6d_BI_rev.pdf

—————————————



From: victor andrea@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victor Sanchez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:57:09 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Victor Sanchez

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1245



From: mushupork53@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Yesenia Jimenez
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:41:38 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).  We should not be taking any part of the track out before people get to vote on
Measure D. This is sneaky and backwards.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Yesenia Jimenez

  Watsonville, CA 95076-4330



From: laurelgazza@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laurel Gazza
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:07:12 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Laurel Gazza

  Watsonville, CA 95076-1079



From: jp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Pernyeszi
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:44:57 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The bottom line is that destroying the tracks is not an option to reasonable people. the trail can be made alongside of
the tracks. The freight trains can use the tracks and the bridge, if the bridge is repaired, The tracks are not good for
50-60 miles per hour speed but they are good for 20-30 miles per hour. Especially if the trains are not too long. So it
makes sense to make repairs instead of destroying what we already have.

Joseph Pernyeszi  jp@gea-inc.com

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Joseph Pernyeszi

  Scotts Valley, CA 95066-2527



From: meegsbleu19@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meghan Radford
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:23:06 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Meghan Radford

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1249



From: dorislive@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doris Livezey
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:58:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear RTC Commissioners.I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Please vote with your conscience for all those who love Roaring Camp. The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring
Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail
together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,  Doris Livezey

Thank you.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Doris Livezey

  San Jose, CA 95129-3138



From: lori@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Loretta Strusis
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:55:38 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Loretta Strusis

 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3332



From: vmishkin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valerie MIshkin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:48:32 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.

 I object strongly to premature decisions concerning the rail corridor. Rail is the cleanest form of transportation. We
need a future rail line for commuters, long distance travel, and freight transport as well as our Roaring Camp Tourist
Train. We need to relieve our two highways  in and out of Santa Cruz.

I Object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring rail banking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).    KEEP the ULTIMATE  TRAIL PLAN.

I also Object to Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede freight traffic now
using the line. NOW is the time to get more federal funds for rail, not return what we have unused.

 Ask yourself what is best for the planet, the long run, and the people. We Need to expand and improve our rail
system now.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Valerie MIshkin

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4101



From: pete@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pete Johnson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:48:16 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Pete Johnson

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: jaymeackemann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jayme Ackemann
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:44:03 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Sincerely,
Jayme Ackemann

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jayme Ackemann

 Ben Lomond, CA 95005



From: revjbell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeannr Bell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:41:06 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line. Jeanne and robert bell

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jeannr Bell

Felton, CA 95018



From: ddweir2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lise Weir
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:38:53 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  I feel strongly that the rail trail must go through
as planned with rail and trail.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).  It makes absolutely no sense to pull tracks out if we ever ever want to have a
robust public transportation system

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lise Weir

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1613



From: lisac@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Caras
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:32:14 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lisa Caras

  Aptos, CA 95003-9584



From: brownleatha1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leatha Brown
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:30:55 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Leatha Brown

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9429



From: zatalanta@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bethany Eschen-Pipes
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:28:05 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

This county requires MORE public transit. Congestion is horrible and we need to be able to travel and get to work
easily without using Highway 1. (As well as hopefully reducing congestion for those who have no choice but to use
Highway 1, due to their homes and/or their work being right next to it.) Also, Roaring Camp was a large part of my
and many other Santa Cruzans' childhood, as well as being an essential part of the Felton economy. Who are we
helping by railbanking? We have plenty of trails, they are already building a trail RIGHT NEXT TO THE RAIL
LINE, and frankly, the only city in Santa Cruz County where it makes sense to use bicycles as a main form of
transportation is Watsonville, due to Watsonville being flat and the rest of Santa Cruz being hilly. (Unless you live
at the Tannery. Then you can ride your bicycle to the Metro Center and go anywhere.)

Again, who are we helping by railbanking?

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Bethany Eschen-Pipes

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1730



From: eestra13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Estrada
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:30:14 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Edward Estrada

 Capitola, CA 95010-2804



From: caburne@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of S LaVerne Coleman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:15:16 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Our June election is not far away, when the county votes on Measure D. I strongly object  to premature decisions
concerning the rail corridor. It is an undemocratic move, meant to silence the voices of the people of Santa Cruz
County.

I am a strong proponent of the "Ultimate Trail" plan.

Widening of highways is NOT a solution, as we have clearly seen in our county. Commute traffic crawls, as cars
pollute and tempers often soar leading to acts of road rage and unnecessary accidents.

Silent, zero emission trains must be a part of our future if we hope to slow climate change and provide clean air and
a viable future for our children and grandchildren.

Rail and trail can co-exist. Many will use both. Many elderly people cannot utilize the trail, but  could enjoy the ease
of rail transport. Whether commuters or pleasure seekers.

Rail banking is a misleading term and would only increase the financial cost. Once "banked" we would never see a
train in our county, and that would be a disservice to all people and our changing climate.

I object to Item 28 asking the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D, requiring rail
banking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the trail alongside
the existing tracks).  Again, I say this decision must be left up to the people of Santa Cruz County.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
S LaVerne Coleman

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1226



From: chaika@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christine Hawley
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:12:07 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.

The time is now. We need integrity, compassion and cooperation. We need to listen to each other and follow the will
of the majority. That means decisions follow elections they do not proceed them.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.
Thank you

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Christine Hawley

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3416



From: conch2020@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Concha Montero
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:11:03 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Our county is already lacking many services for our current population and reliable transportation is definitely one
of them, and by removing the train tracks or "banking" it only adds to the already BIG issues.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Concha Montero

Aptos, CA 95003-4622



From: liz.mackellar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Fuller
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:10:44 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

I utilize the trail on the Westside of Santa Cruz on a daily basis and it has provided such an improvement in the
community.  I support the option to keep the rail tracks for future use.  I am looking forward to the future, albeit
years from now, where we might hop onto an innovative new commuter transport to get from one end of the county
to another.  Technology is constantly changing and improving and I can envision a future train that is powered by
renewable energy, quiet, safe, and able to coexist next to pedestrians and homes.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Fuller

  Soquel, CA 95073-2237



From: vicki muse@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Vicki Muse
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:08:07 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

PLAY FAIR! Again we find our democracy being threatened. It is only fair that we wait till Election Day on 6-7-22
to decide what our future will be for our long awaited plan. This is America.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Vicki Muse

  Capitola, CA 95010-2716



From: kmuten@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristina Muten
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:59:59 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Thank you for listening to the community.

Kristina Muten, MD

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kristina Muten

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: stephanyquiet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephany Buswell
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:55:23 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Stephany Buswell

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5945



From: djtimpany@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Timpany
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:53:55 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Having lived in a European country with rail and other public transport available, I feel the rail option is long
overdue and
will have the greatest positive impact on our over-crowded roads and community.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Joan Timpany

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2429



From: kathy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathy Davis
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:49:52 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kathy Davis

Felton, CA 95018-9545



From: jf.mathtutor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jesse Frey
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:25:04 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jesse Frey

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3127



From: jillholdaway5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jill Holdaway
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:43:50 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jill Holdaway

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1122



From: gibson1294@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rory Freeman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:36:43 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I object strongly to premature decisions concerning the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line. Something as benign as repairing the Pajaro bridge or any other small scale
bridges should not be a relevant deciding factor of whether or not adversely abandon Roaring Camp, and future rail
connections soon to be available with the construction of the California High Speed Rail line. To do away with the
Santa Cruz branch when we so desperately need to start making the right moves for the future of transportation and
an increasing population is NOT the logical move. Please THINK about the all the potential that is available with
keeping the line, and what an absolute loss it will be for our future and future generations to come if we don't keep
this valuable connection. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Rory Freeman

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Rory Freeman

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2235



From: arielsmom70@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emelyn Buskirk
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:35:59 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

 I object strongly to premature decisions concerning the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28. This question is already on the ballot for the June primary election.  Let the voters decide! 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail. Tearing out the existing tracks and paving a trail is hardly "interim".

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Emelyn Buskirk

 Watsonville, CA 95076-1238



From: jarwoodsc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joy Wood
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:28:51 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Joy Wood

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6240



From: triciansc1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Trician Comings
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:26:45 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I think you are moving too quickly on issues surrounding our publicly owned rail line!

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Trician Comings

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3323



From: cybercole4000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicole Heinrich
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:26:02 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I am very concerned that with only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, there would be a premature
decisions concerning the rail corridor.

I strongly object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am personally in STRONG
Opposition to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line. I feel it is imperative that our community and all who serve Santa Cruz County
protect the tracks and repair the Pajaro bridge. I, along with so many, support both trail and the electric passenger
rail.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Nicole Heinrich

  Santa Cruz, CA 95061-0465



From: robynneblume@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robynne Blume
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:20:29 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Rail transit is a vital part of building Santa Cruz into an equitable and ecologically sustainable community.
Proposals such as the "Interim Trail" sabotage community efforts to build a much-needed public transit system.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Robynne Blume

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5339



From: lauramitchler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Mitchler
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:06:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Laura Mitchler

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2004



From: catoverseas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catherine Forest
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:05:17 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Catherine Forest

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Catherine Forest

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: anon.linder1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anon Wilson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 8:03:26 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Anon Wilson

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3309



From: drdifti@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Timothy Isaacs
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:23:05 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Timothy Isaacs

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2545



From: erichter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Richter
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:59:51 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

Re: Item 28: I object to RTC staff asking the Commission to decide between an ‘Interim Trail' and an ‘Ultimate
Trail’. As a cyclist and longtime resident of the county who supports efforts to improve sustainability and social
equity in the long term, I strongly support the continued completion of the approved MBSST trail while preserving
our rail, and I am in STRONG Opposition to the Interim Trail vision.

Re: Item 11: I object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will
impede freight traffic now using the line and only further degrade our ability to be competitive for funding.

Thank you.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Eric Richter

  Soquel, CA 95073-3037



From: robinowits@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Sale
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:47:03 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Tell me if I have this right; the same folks who have cried out to 'let the people decide!', costing citizens untold
dollars and thousands of hours, are now worried that their Greenway campaign may be losing and are circumventing
the vote all together?! This is shocking!

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Robin Sale

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3077



From: jimkemmeries@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Kemmeries
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:41:59 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

As a visitor to this area, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line. Not performing the repairs goes against any rational economic vitality gain, rail
fan visitor economic gain, environmental protection and keeping more trucks of the roads.

Please save the character and quality of this region and vote to defeat prop D and delete item 11 from the consent
agenda.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jim Kemmeries

  Scottsdale, AZ 85254-7568
j



From: aallio.smm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Allio
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:32:18 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Andrew Allio

  Santa Cruz, CA 95064-1027



From: BillLeBon3691@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William LeBon
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:27:53 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
William LeBon

  Soquel, CA 95073-9558



From: deviram@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Devi Tong
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:16:35 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Devi Tong

  Aptos, CA 95003-9754



From: readers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phil Reader
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:15:36 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Phil Reader

  Aptos, CA 95003-9718



From: megan unger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Megan Reynolds
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:13:05 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Megan Reynolds

  Felton, CA 95018-9212



From: rahul@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rahul Many
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 6:37:53 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Rahul Many

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: nmatt831@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matthew Nathanson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 6:33:34 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Matthew Nathanson

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: pbgelblum@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Gelblum
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:18:17 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Comments on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda:

I object strongly to premature decisions concerning the rail corridor, particularly because the voters will decide this
issue in one month when they vote on Measure D.

On Item 28, in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks)., I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the
trail, and I strongly oppose the Interim Trail solution.  A trail is great, but we can have one AND preserve the ability
to have trail in the future. Why would you act to prevent rail, when we can have both rail and trail?

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.  This has the potential to severely weaken Roaring Camp, the beloved San
Lorenzo Valley family-owned company, which you should try tp strengthen, not weaken, both for its freight and
pleasure operations.

Thank you for your consideration.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Peter Gelblum

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9302



From: nancy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Faulstich
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 6:30:28 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Dear Commissioners,
I am dismayed to learn that before the people even have a chance to vote on Measure D, a vote could be taken at the
RTC that could allow this small group of people to choose between the “Interim Trail” and Ultimate Trail” plans,
with far-reaching consequences.

I support the “Ultimate Plan” which would continue with completion of the trail as already planned.

I strongly oppose the “Interim Trail” which would waste money, destroy tracks, and harm Roaring Camp’s local
business.

I call on you to delay the vote in item 28 until after the election. If a vote is pushed through, vote for the Ultimate
Plan which maintains options.

Further, I object to consent agenda item 11. Remove this item from the consent agenda. Money has been secured to
repair the Pajaro bridge. Watsonville needs to move freight and the RTC is legally responsible for repairs.

As the climate collapses we need more alternatives to cars - don't eliminate options.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Nancy Faulstich

Watsonville, CA 95076-1360



From: alan.sinclair@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Sinclair
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 6:26:50 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

PLEASE PRESERVE OUR EXISTING RAIL LINE.

I am very disappointed that Measure D has been promoted; it should never have been brought up given there had
already been substantial research and public comment with a good plan forward.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Alan Sinclair

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5720



From: trvallett@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of rina vallett
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 5:41:22 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.
The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely, Rina Vallett

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
rina vallett

La Selva Beach, CA 95076-9680



From: razoson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tony Kowalishen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 3:48:42 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Tony Kowalishen

San Jose, CA 95123-4545



From: golfingboys@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angela Marshall
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 2:59:21 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Angela Marshall

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1301



From: selawrie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelley Lawrie
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 2:43:34 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Shelley Lawrie

Capitola, CA 95010-0337



From: lmarin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynda Marin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:53:47 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

As a climate lobbyist, I am astonished at the short sightedness of a plan to literally derail the possibility of future
light rail connecting Monterey and Davenport.  Transportation contributes to over 60% of emission in Santa Cruz
county.  It is incumbent on all of us to reduce those emissions and especially in the sector that is most responsible. 
Proposing to remove the option of light rail in our future (no railbanking will not preserve our tracks!) makes no
sense, if we are to have a chance of reducing emissions below levels that are habitable for us and the remaining
species that we haven't already run into extinction. 

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Lynda Marin

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-9795



From: Katey.kennedy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Kennedy
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:16:04 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Kennedy

  Aptos, CA 95003-4559



From: fred hanes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fred Hanes
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:09:48 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Sincerely,

Fred Hanes

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Fred Hanes

San Jose, CA 95110-3548



From: dorothy152@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dorothy Young
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:09:43 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Young

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1357



From: jbweaver@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Weaver
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:17:45 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I STRONGLY support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG
Opposition to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Judith Weaver

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4945



From: jeclaassen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Claassen
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:50:43 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jane Claassen

 Capitola, CA 95010-2635



From: vbanales@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Banales
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:39:45 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Victoria Banales

Watsonville, CA 95076-3076



From: k.madura@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Madura
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:27:17 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

I truly believe we need Rail to make a viable future for Santa Cruz and our surrounding areas. We have existing
tracks and we were able to put a lightweight electric passenger car on the tracks as a test. That was glorious and
civilized. We need to be investing in transport methods that are an alternative to cars. Keeping our existing rail and
trail plan will do that.
Please look to our future and keep the Rail and trail program.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Karen Madura

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3715



From: bspehar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bruce Spehar
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:04:13 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Bruce Spehar

Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9035



From: wendover76@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Johnston
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:04:01 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Philip Johnston

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4700



From: shunt95066@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Suzy Hunt
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:00:52 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Suzy Hunt

Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3331



From: swedishrealtor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of C Hinman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:59:56 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.
I grew up hearing the Roaring camp whistle. I want to keep this treasured Santa Cruz treasure
We already paid the fees that were required to keep the rail. Why are you trying to resend now?

Make Santa cruzians proud. Keep our train.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
C Hinman

Oroville, CA 95966



From: dbone@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debora Bone
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:56:48 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

The timing of these agenda items is terrible. The entire county is in the process of learning about rail-trail options in
preparation for the elections. We are counting on the RTC to maintain an impartial and evidence-based decision
process.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Even if it takes a long time to get to the point of having a train or light rail function, there is no reason to take out the
rails or delay planned repairs. eventually the community will benefit from more transit options. Please wait before
making a hasty imperfect decision.
Thank you ,
Debora Bone

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Debora Bone

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2213



From: petepearson4000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nels Pearson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:55:15 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail. We also see the value of the Roaring Camp tourist trains in bringing recognition to Santa Cruz
County and entertaining so many every year with our history.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Nels & Donna Pearson
Safety Writer
Santa Cruz County Cycle Club

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Nels Pearson

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6165



From: RichPie.RB@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Branson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:49:15 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Richard Branson

  Aptos, CA 95003-5438



From: phaney2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Haney
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:16:46 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Paul Haney

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1309



From: james@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Sutherlin
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:33:54 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
James Sutherlin

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9501



From: jonathan.kibrick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonathan Kibrick
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:33:27 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).   The commission should be taking no such action while an equivalent  action is
before the voters.  The SCCRTC Should not poison the upcoming vote with this action.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the Interim Trail.  The interrim trail option is wrong for Santa Cruz and is significantly insufficient for future rail
use.  The interim option poisons any future projects under CEQA and is an irresponsible action.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.  The SCCRTC agreed to this obligation to maintain meaningful freight service and
to reject a funded action to which the commission is obligated is not only wrong but counterproductive to the needs
of agricultural and industrial shippers in south county. 

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jonathan Kibrick

  Oakland, CA 94607-3787



From: plawton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Lawton
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:31:47 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I disagree with premature motions to abandon existing rail option in Santa cruz County.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Paul Lawton

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9310



From: candycap@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of STEVEN FANNELL
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:31:11 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
STEVEN FANNELL

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5631



From: nkrusoe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Krusoe
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:21:20 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Nancy Krusoe

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5347



From: kibrick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Kibrick
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:20:30 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to the RTC making premature
decisions concerning the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).  Several sections of that Ultimate Trail have already been completed and are in
use by the public.  It would be a waste to public funds to tear those up.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.  An item as important as this should not be buried in the consent agenda.  It should
be pulled off of the consent agenda and discussed.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Robert Kibrick

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2445



From: kibrick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele Kibrick
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:16:29 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michele Kibrick

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2445



From: randa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randa Johnson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:15:14 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).  Santa Cruz County does not have another real option that will reduce emissions,
help the highway one bottleneck and improve equity other than the rail option.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Randa Johnson

Aptos, CA 95003-3115



From: mlarenas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Monica Larenas
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:09:46 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Monica Larenas

Santa Cruz, CA 95062



From: kksantacruz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kathy a kelly
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:00:54 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
kathy a kelly

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: mylescor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Myles Corcoran
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:16:33 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

If I could say it better I would - but the words following the # are precisely how I feel about it.

I do not want my community becoming a ever more exclusive.  We are stronger and better together.  A passenger
train on the coast is needed, environmentally roper and will open up the coast to folks who can’t afford expensive
means of transit like cars and fancy bikes.  Let alone the time it would take to bicycle from south to north county or
back.

Sincerely,

Myles F. Corcoran

#

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Myles Corcoran

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2452



From: webuser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Stover
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:59:28 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I very strongly object to Items 11 and 28 on your May 5 agenda.

You know that the public is about to weigh in on the rail and trail. Your attempt to ignore the voice of the people is
disrespectful at best.

I support the ultimate trail, but you should take no action until the county votes on measure D.

I oppose any attempt at railbanking. Railbanking directly threatens the long term viability of Roaring Camp Railroad
and reduces the
transportation options for firefighters in the Santa Cruz mountains. When you reduce those options you directly
increase the
fire danger for all mountain communities. And as we learned in the CZU fire, a failure to fully support our fire-
fighting heroes will
increase the risk to the health of everyone who breathes the air that flows over those mountains.

Build the ultimate trail and save the rail. Stop wasting time and money on the interim trail. Keep all promises the
RTC made to
Roaring Camp Railroad and make certain they have full access to the entire state rail system. Fix the bridges and
upgrade the rails.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Richard Stover

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5203



From: zunes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Zunes
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:49:46 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Stephen Zunes

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: erin.fishbio@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erin Loury
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:45:54 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Please do not jeopardize the future potential for public rail transportation in Santa Cruz.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Erin Loury

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4716



From: nlzwolfe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nanlouise Wolfe
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:42:49 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Nanlouise Wolfe

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6823



From: runningbrooke@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brooke Elliott
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:39:44 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Please do not stop the progress we have made on our rail trail. We have been working long and hard on this for 20+
years. Don't sacrifice future Santa Cruzans from clean energy transportation options. Current and future residents
deserve to have the opportunity to have rail transportation next to our recreation trail. Don't be the politicians that go
down in history for destroying Santa Cruz rail line forever.

Support the Ultimate Trail. am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (Measure D, requiring
railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the trail
alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Brooke Elliott

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1309



From: marciafsmith@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marcia Smith
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:22:44 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Marcia Smith

Watsonville, CA 95076-0515



From: logan.kwalker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Logan Walker
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:19:29 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Sincerely,
Logan Walker

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Logan Walker

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1507



From: dancinsam8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samantha Kleckner
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:14:27 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Samantha Kleckner

  Half Moon Bay, CA 94019-2231



From: jimmcgowan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James McGowan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:06:48 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

I am voting no on the deceptive measure D and most of my neighbors agree. They say; I like your no on D sign in
your front yard. Please don't vote our tracks away. Instead apply for funds from the state and federal government to
make our rail corridor a viable light rail line that we voted years ago to keep the tracks and explore public transit.
You have failed to maintain the rail line that is spelled out in part of the original Measure D.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
James McGowan

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3542



From: kdogg91423@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Thompson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:43:57 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Thompson

 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3055



From: theo.rusmore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Theo Rusmore
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 10:10:57 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Theo Rusmore

  Aptos,  94001



From: rtrieve@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Theresa Rieve
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:33:24 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Theresa Rieve

San Jose, CA 95118-2916



From: valjohnson54@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valeri Johnson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:27:07 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor. This agenda item is putting the cart before the horse.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).  As a ballot item, it is the role of the voters, not the Commission to make this
decision.

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.  This ultimately dooms the rail before the people can vote on the ballot measure.  It
is not your place to put a thumb on the scale of an upcoming election vote.  I suggest that you table these items until
after the measure is approved or fails.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Valeri Johnson

  Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9639



From: Zhatchett@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zane Hatchett
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:25:37 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Zane Hatchett

  Aptos, CA 95003-3141



From: kent.robinett@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kent robinett
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 7:02:59 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
kent robinett

Watsonville, CA 95076-1819



From: jofleming@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Josephine Fleming
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:53:57 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Please stick with the plan that was getting the trail built with foresight toward rail. Do not give in to an affluent
small special interest group who have never brought any funding or accomplished any aspects of the currently built
trail and have only attempted to stop that continued success.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Josephine Fleming

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6109



From: michaelpwood83@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael wood
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:48:51 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I'm apposed to losing our rail. I don't want to lose any infrastructure that could some date used to decrease traffic on
highway 1, and be a convenient way for commuters to get from Watsonville to Santa Cruz, all while decreasing the
fossils fuels from those folks taking the train.

Also, I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Michael wood

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4087



From: amandanie147@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amanda Nie
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:30:10 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda.  Thank you for considering my comments as a
life-long resident of Santa Cruz County.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.
Please wait to hear the voices of the county voters on Measure D, which I am STRONGLY opposed to. The rail is
so vital to our future and we need to act on an electric passenger train now.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring rail-banking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).  Not only would rail-banking be a waste of money and time, but it would hurt our
community and contribute to further damage of our transit corridor.

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Measure D and the "Interim TraIl" are wasting valuable time and money that we could be using NOW on supporting
a green future for our community and helping reduce traffic on our roadways.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Amanda Nie

  Aptos, CA 95003-9621



From: dvbetty@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hil Hamm
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 6:28:31 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Don’t let special interests corrupt RTC. Don’t let special interests sabotage our rail line. Don’t let the past work
RTC has done be undone by special interests.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Hil Hamm

  Santa Cruz, CA 95061-8190



From: fatskaplan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phil and Susie Kaplan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:56:34 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Thank you.

Phil and Susie Kaplan

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Phil and Susie Kaplan

Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1347



From: malcolmpark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Malcolm Park
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:52:33 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Malcolm Park

  Soquel, CA 95073-3002



From: dackemann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of DEAN ACKEMANN
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail, let the voters decide
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 8:22:54 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
DEAN ACKEMANN

  Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9385



From: graham@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Graham Freeman
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:19:52 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Graham Freeman

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5210



From: jabrumu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Bruce-Munro
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks, Build our Ultimate Trail
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 1:00:47 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I'm writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 of the May 5 agenda. The county votes on Measure D in a month. I
absolutely object to premature decisions concerning the rail corridor. Specifically:

1.  I object to Item 28 where staff asks Commission to decide between ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking / tearing out tracks through Mid-County) and ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of trail already
under construction and next to existing tracks).  In other words:

2.  I STRONGLY SUPPORT the "Ultimate Trail" and its continued completion; and:

3.  I'm STRONGLY OPPOSED to the Interim Trail.

4.  I object to consent agenda Item 11 that would cancel planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which would impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jane Bruce-Munro

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1946



From: SBURCHINAL@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JANET BURCHINAL
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save our Tracks
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:28:20 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object to these premature decisions concerning
these train items.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition to the
InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
JANET BURCHINAL

  San Jose, CA 95125-4908



From: drdimr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Reymundo
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Save the Rails Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:51:04 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Diana Reymundo

Upland, CA 91786-2471



From: lifesong@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carl Gray
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Stop Special Interest Interference - Save our Tracks and Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:51:02 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Respecting Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 2022 agenda. 

The public is voting on Measure D 2022 very soon and I object strongly to premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor.

In my opinion special interest groups attempt to railbank will result in years of legal issues and likely to not be
allowed. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan will serve a small group would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building
the Locally Preferred Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do
NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Carl Gray

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Carl Gray

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3601



From: cygnetsongs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of June Coha
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Stop the insidious rail sabotage within your own ranks!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:59:58 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks).  The more people I talk with about the deceptive, destructive tactics behind
Measure D, the more votes I have changed to VOTE AGAINST MEASURE D!    The underhanded desperate
deception is appalling….

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro Bridge.  This will be our link to
not only statewide rail, which will include the high speed rail, but all connecting trains across the US, Canada, etc.

The trail is already being built.  It is a “given”.   That is not even an argument anymore.  What we need to get on
track with now are clean efficient rail options which will link with electric busses to provide a smooth working, fully
functioning  transportation system.  A system that will provide a true alternative to car congestion and further
climate collapse.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
June Coha

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3018



From: ktmizuno7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathryn Mizuno
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Support a rail line in Santa Cruz County
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:56:54 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing in shock regarding on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

This county has a responsibility to support the building of a rail line on the existing tracks between Watsonville and
Santa Cruz.  We cannot destroy the  tracks and make it impossible for this county to take action to prevent further
carbon pollution by building an emissions free rail line to be available to all county residents.

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly
to premature decisions concerning the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Mizuno

  Watsonville, CA 95076-3532



From: 1928emj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Johnson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Swanton pacific rr supports Items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Respect the Election, build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:42:03 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

Signed vp of the swanton pacific railroad davenport ca.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Eric Johnson

 Cottage Grove, OR 97424



From: tjcoppedge@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teri Coppedge
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: The Ultimate Trail needs tracks
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 9:25:11 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

The citizens of Santa Cruz county have worked hard and collaboratively to support the "Ultimate Trail" project and
should be allowed to continue to do so.  It will benefit not only local residents and businesses but the flocks of
visitors that swarm into Santa Cruz area every day and provide impressive tourist dollars to the economy.
Disrupting this process would be un-democratic. 
The area needs to keep the tracks, not only to benefit the local Roaring Camp railroad and associated businesses, but
to combat climate change by providing low-emission transportation in a limited but crucial corridor.

I urge you to avoid premature decisions concerning the rail corridor; to support the "Ultimate Trail," the Locally
Preferred Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together; and to continue with the planned repairs of the
Pájaro Bridge.

Although I do not live in Santa Cruz county, my family and I have owned property in Aptos since 1936 and we visit
very often.
Sincerely,

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Teri Coppedge

  Ashland, OR 97520-1413



From: jimhudkinscpa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Hudkins
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: The future needs rail. It is cheapr and easier if we leave the tracks in.
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:49:58 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
James Hudkins

  Alameda, CA 94501-3110



From: cmathura@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christopher Mathura
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: UCSC Student Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:12:42 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am a Student at UCSC

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Christopher Mathura

Santa Cruz, CA 95064-1107



From: jamiet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jamie townsend
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: ULTIMATE RAIL TRAIL, YES! YES! YES!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:37:21 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

I want to vote NO ON D.  I want the ULTIMATE version of the RAIL and TRAIL.  Don’t circumvent the
Democratic  Process

I also want the Pajaro Bridge repaired.  Item 11 needs to be removed from the agenda, so the Commissioner's can
put the $500,000 to repair this bridge.

I know you know all the good reasons to support the ULTIMATE Rail and Trail.  Please let the people of Santa
Cruz approve it by voting NO on D  and then it can be completed. 

Jamie Townsend
50 Year Resident
Pleasure Point

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
jamie townsend

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5450



From: barbaraanngb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Garza-Brickley
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: ULTIMATE TRAIL DESIGN items 28 and 11: Repair the Tracks, Build the Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 11:53:08 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Commissioners
I don’t approve of making an end-run around the electoral process and  don't approve of the Interim-Trail attack on
the future of passenger rail and on Roaring Camp

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Barbara Garza-Brickley

  Aptos, CA 95003-3115



From: dcopped@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Duncan Coppedge
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Ultimate Trail plan please
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:23:33 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I visit Santa Cruz a few times a year and I'd love to have the Ultimate Trail option, or at least let the voters vote on
it.
My aunt let me know about this and if my voice counts for something here ya go.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Duncan Coppedge

Ashland, OR 97520-1103



From: Donna Murphy
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Vote Scenario 2 -- Agenda Item 28
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 2:12:22 PM

Dear Commissioner:

It’s unconscionable that the RTC staff has put forth Item 28 at this moment in time — during a campaign
that is focused exactly on the issue of the rail corridor.  There is NO clear urgency for this item except to
further confuse the electorate and offer a preemptive, backdoor way of accomplishing Guy Preston’s
previous efforts to rail bank the corridor.

Please select Scenario 2 — as the most equitable, most environmental and most reliable transit use of the
corridor — or delay the vote until after the June 7 election.  Any other action is duplicitous, and will
undoubtedly trigger a multiyear costly legal and environmental process that will delay any trail.   

The fact this item is even on the agenda at this time clearly indicates the staff is not using the data that both
the UCIS and TCAA documents : electric rail-with-trail is the best investment for this county’s current and
future transit needs.  Scenario 1 just gives the RTC staff an easy out for delivering a highway project with
no concern for providing every citizen —regardless of age, infirmity, income, physical condition —
alternate transit options.  Most of all, it totally ignores the state requirement that we reduce Vehicle Miles
Traveled and green house gas emissions.

Scenario 2 ultimately is the best investment for addressing our transit needs and reducing GHG emissions. 
You can make that “ultimately” sooner rather than later.

Respectfully,

Donna Murphy
Santa Cruz resident



From: sgd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Dahlgren
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Vote Yes on Ultimate Trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:25:12 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Item 28 in the May 5 agenda. 

I strongly SUPPORT the Ultimate Plan, which is the plan already under construction. Our community spent years
developing and approving this plan. It is the most equitable and environmental choice.  I use the new trail
frequently, including the bike/pedestrian bridge over the San Lorenzo River. This safe trail has a positive benefit for
many in our community, including our youth.  As the trail expands, it will only benefit more members of our
community. There is no reason to back track at this juncture.

I urge you to VOTE AGAINST the Interim Trail which would rip up our rails and delay use of our trails. The
Interim Trail is a waste of time and money.

Do not make a premature decision concerning the rail corridor. Let voters decide on Measure D in June.

Sincerely,

Susan Dahlgren

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Susan Dahlgren

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3444



From: escuelita@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheila Carrillo
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: WE NEED ALTERNATIVES TO CARS FOR A LIVABLE PLANET!!!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 6:45:28 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

PLEASE DON'T ELIMINATE OUR OPPORTUNITY TO CONNECT TO A STATEWIDE TRAIN SYSTEM!!!

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Sheila Carrillo

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3431



From: terry keller@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Keller
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Wait to Make Decision on Rail Corridor until AFTER the June Election
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 3:40:43 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

It has come to my attention that there are items on the May 5th agenda that involve making decisions concerning the
rail corridor; i.e., trail only ("Interim Trail") vs. rail-trail ("Ultimate Trail").

I do not understand why RTC would make any decisions on this topic before the June election when Measure D is
on the ballot. It simply makes no sense. There is already so much information (too much and it appears to me
some/much of it is politically motivated) confusing the voters.

Please do not add to the public's confusion by you, the RTC Commissioners, voting on the rail corridor before the
June election. As voters living in a democracy everyone, especially people as yourselves in decision making
positions, should do all you can to make this a fair election for the voters.

Note that I do currently support the rail-trail but I mainly want a fair election; i.e. where the voters are well informed
on both sides of the issue.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Terry Keller

  Santa Cruz, CA 95065-9610



From: jillylogan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jill Logan
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: We want tracks AND trail!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:08:18 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jill Logan

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2744



From: cselter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Selter
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: We want trail AND rail!
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:40:34 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want you to move forward with rail transit while continuing completion of the trail. I am strongly opposed to the
InterimTrail.

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D. I oppose premature decisions concerning the rail
corridor. I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically
Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

I can’t believe that at this late date, a group is trying to ditch the plan for rail. For Pete’s sake, we voted for rail
already! Please do your job and prepare for rail now. Thank you.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Carol Selter

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4028



From: mo.davidson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maureen Davidson
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Why are you trying to circumvent the voters?
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:46:37 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am strongly opposed to the InterimTrail!!! Just build the rail-trail as we voters directed. Are you not responsible to
enact the will of the people?

On Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda: 

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' ( requiring railbanking
and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the trail alongside the
existing tracks, as per the first Measure D).

If the First vote in 2019 when voters overwhelmingly supporting the Rail-Trail was not enough for you (but which
already enabled the beginning of the project, received funding, and is in line for much, much more, as you know,
Honorable Commmissioners) due to the lies—harsh word but true—of the “Green”way proponents which have
deliberately confused locals,  then at least have the decency to wait a few weeks till the June vote on the subject by
the residents of this county whom it is your sworn duty to serve!

I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

Yours in hope for a sustainable transportation future,
Maureen Davidson

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Maureen Davidson

Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3339



From: kate.falconer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolyn Falconer
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Why deny the people of Santa Cruz the right to Vote on D?
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:24:58 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Regarding 11 and 28 at the upcoming meeting ~

I don't understand why you would deny the people of Santa Cruz the opportunity to vote on D?! Please allow us to
vote as it is obviously important to so many residents for so many reasons.  If the commission insists on taking the
vote from us, please choose the Ultimate Trail.   Please!  It will accommodate so many more residents, disabled,
young, old and more.  It will help our planet by reducing auto emissions and it will save the county money!  The
Interim trail will cost so much more in the end!

And why might you choose not to use the $500,000 grant to make repairs to the Pajaro bridge?? It is the
responsibility of the commission to make these repairs and we have grant money to do just that.

In the name of tax paying Santa Cruz residents, our children and elders - please allow the community to vote on D. 
And let's work together to keep our existing rail line working - repair the Pajaro Bridge.

Thanks for your consideration,
Carolyn Falconer

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Falconer

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6517



From: rolandsaher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Roland Saher
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: drop items 28 and 11 until after the June vote!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 10:01:16 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

Item 28 seems designed to bypass the will of the voters on the issue of the Rail and Trail. It's not right to do an end-
run around the election by deciding now between the Ultimate Trail and the Interim Trail when this issue is going to
the polls in just a few weeks.  Please table it until after the election.

If the commission acts on Item 28 instead of tabling it, please choose the Ultimate Trail. The Interim Trail is bad
planning. It would increase the cost of building the trail by approximately $12 Million per mile.  It would require the
Commission to engage in a messy, drawn-out forced-abandonment railbanking attack on Roaring Camp, which very
possibly might fail in the end. If successful, abandonment and railbanking would be a betrayal of our promise when
we bought the rail line. Tearing out tracks would hurt the RTC's ability to implement Electric Passenger Rail with
the trail, which the RTC chose as our Locally Preferred Alternative because the data showed it would best serve the
transportation needs of everyone in the county. Finally, If the RTC succeeded in forced abandonment and track
demolition it would hurt Roaring Camp’s business.

For all these reasons, I strongly support sticking with the Ultimate Trail design and keeping our tracks and trail both.
However, I urge you to table this item until after the election. Making the decision now, when the public is about to
vote on this issue, would be unethical and undemocratic.

Regarding consent agenda Item 11, staff is asking you to cancel the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, despite the
availability of a $500,000 grant budget for repairs. This bridge is actively in use by Watsonville freight rail
customers served by Roaring Camp. The Commission took legal responsibility for repairs when it purchased the
line. I urge you to pull this item off the consent agenda and direct staff to figure out how to leverage the grant
funding to get the most critical bridge repairs done ASAP.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Roland Saher

 Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3557



From: phil rockey
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: input for sensible transportation...
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 7:39:28 AM

Yes on "new D" trail now! Yes on improving Metro bus system (shoulder express, electric
buses, etc.) 

 NO additional freeway lanes and no to "no Greenway" campaign.

We need to make streets safer and enforce speeding and distracted driving violations (cell
phones, texting etc.)



From: sahmsahm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken White
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: re: Item 28 - Keep the rail and build the trail as currently planned
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 11:54:32 AM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

I want RTC to move forward with the trail while continuing of the rail transit planning. I am strongly opposed to the
abandonment and removal of the rail for an "InterimTrail" that would then itself have to be removed to revive mass
transit options.

With the county poised to vote on Measure D it is premature to make decision concerning changing the rail corridor
plan. It is untimely to consider Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail'
(basically Measure D, requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’
(completion of the trail alongside the existing tracks). 

Thank you

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together.

I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Ken White

  Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5910



From: Jeb Bishop
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: yes to Ultimate Trail!
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:33:35 PM

At this Thursday’s RTC meeting, please vote for the Ultimate Trail and also vote to repair the
Pajaro bridge.  Please work to make rail AND trail a successful reality.

Thanks,
Jeb Bishop

Santa Cruz CA 95062



From: jeb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeb Bishop
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: yes to the Ultimate Trail; yes to rail AND trail
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 5:08:04 PM

Dear SCCRTC Commissioner,

Please do all you can to continue to make the ongoing rail and trail a reality.  Please do not even think for a moment
about ripping out  the tracks!  Don't cut off our rail option!  Don't leave us with no other choice than to be stuck in
our cars in ever worse traffic and stuck with paying for the massive cost of widening freeways. 

I am writing to comment on Items 28 and 11 on the May 5 agenda. 

With only a few weeks before the county votes on Measure D, I object strongly to premature decisions concerning
the rail corridor.

I object to Item 28 in which staff asks the Commission to decide between the ‘Interim Trail' (basically Measure D,
requiring railbanking and tearing out the tracks through Mid-County) and the ‘Ultimate Trail’ (completion of the
trail alongside the existing tracks). 

I strongly support the "Ultimate Trail" plan with continued completion of the trail, and I am in STRONG Opposition
to the InterimTrail.
I also object to consent agenda Item 11, canceling the planned repairs of the Pajaro bridge, which will impede
freight traffic now using the line.

The Interim Trail plan would harm Roaring Camp and harm our progress towards building the Locally Preferred
Alternative of trail and electric passenger rail together. I support the Ultimate Trail plan. I do NOT support the
Interim Trail plan.

Sincerely,
Jeb Bishop

  Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3708



Sandy Brown, Chair
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
1101 Pacific Ave, Suite 250
Santa Cruz CA 95060

Re: May 5, 2022 Consent Agenda Item #11 and  Item #28, Public Hearing, Measure D-2016
Highway Corridors and Active Transportation - Five-Year Program of Projects
Funding Opportunities

Dear Chair Brown and Regional Transportation Commissioners,

Robust public transportation is one of the main pillars which increases access to education and
better job opportunities for all, reduces poverty and homelessnes in our communities,
contributes to a strong economy overall,  and meets our critical need to address our
environmental crisis. Investments in both rail and bussing infrastructure serves our communities,
addressing our goals in ensuring equity and the environment, for decades to come, and is the
essential direction which the State of California has been moving in terms of investing our hard
earned tax dollars [See July 2021 California Adopts Plan for Sustainable Transportation]. Global
leaders of most advanced nations are taking heed that rail is the best and most sustainable
option for addressing our global environmental crisis and are investing wisely in rail accessed by
bike, foot, and electric buses.

Our own county voted in the majority for Proposition 116 and took the steps necessary, including
applying for and receiving funds to purchase the Santa Cruz Branchline. Proposition 116 funds
were specifically provided to move us forward with developing our own passenger rail service
which would connect us into the State Rail Network! This vital rail network will allow us to step
up and into the future, alongside many other advanced nations that have already done the work.
This visionary plan is a priority for our residents of California and it is essential that we stay on
target to meet our transit commitments here in Santa Cruz County. Monterey is building their
electric rail to Watsonville. Other cities with far less initial infrastructure than we have are making
commitments to equity and the environment by moving forward with rail projects, when they do
not have an already intact rail system which traverses the densest population corridor of their
community, as we are so fortunate to have [please see the 2016 Youtube presentation below].



Jeff Boothe and Bruce Sawhill: Feb 15, 2016
https://youtu.be/CrKKElb_nw8

All the jurisdictions across the county as well as the majority of our community supported
electric light rail, as was captured in numerous community meetings over two decades, which
led us to purchase the rails. Our promise to the State of California was to build both passenger
light rail and a trail, not trail only. And despite all misleading statements to the contrary, once
the tracks are torn up, they will never come back. This is the full intention of Greenway’s
Measure D. Measure D goes against our promise to the people of this community and the State
of California. If you have any doubt about the position of leadership involved in providing us with
the funds to purchase the rails, we suggest you listen to the words of our state leaders,
including Rod Diridon, Richard Katz, Fred Keeley, and the Vice Chair of the California
Transportation Commision, Carl Guardino in recent speeches they gave opposing Measure D

California Transit Leaders speak against Measure D
https://youtu.be/DScVQMIoIa8

There has been a clear assault on Democracy by some elected leaders sitting on the RTC and
some RTC staff.  Impartial community surveys continue to show that close to 75% of the
population wants electric light rail in this community. In every meeting and community forum, it is
clear that a majority of the community wants and will benefit from passenger rail (and a trail).
From our numerous studies, including the TCAA, the results have shown us that not only is both
Rail and Trail the best option for the rail corridor, it is the best option for us to target to spend our
money now for the entire North-South corridor, above and beyond spending money on widening
highways. In fact, the approval of the highway widening from State Park Drive to Freedom Blvd
was not voted upon by the public, but was quietly approved by the RTC in 2021, without
adequate public input.

Widening highways requires ongoing maintenance over time and does not address the critical
need that is met through robust public transportation. More importantly, our studies have shown
that investing in passenger rail and obtaining funds for passenger rail from state, federal, and
other sources will increase and improve our essential bussing services and ensure that we
engage more people to move from single driver automobiles to public transit.

Regarding Item #28: It seems the commitments both to the people of this County and the State
of California have been forgotten by certain staff and RTC members [reference: See attached
letters below March 8, 2019 and January 4, 2020]. This is the promise that

March 13, 2019 Guy Preston interviewed by the California Transportation Commission
https://youtu.be/pOvjRqXjXxc



Scenario 2, the newly dubbed “Ultimate Trail”, more accurately known as the Monterey Bay
Sanctuary Scenic - Coastal Rail Trail and has been the plan on record since the approval of the
Master Plan in 2013-2014. This plan is in keeping with the will of the people and is in line with
our approved TCAA study as it is the trail alongside the rails.. Any machinations to approve an
‘Interim’ Trail are really deviating from the decade plus work and investments we have made to
honor the will of the people of Santa Cruz County.

Measure D is not a true gauge of the will of the people because the sponsors of this ballot
measure have used misinformation and trickery to obtain signatures and a following.

Regarding Item #11: We request that this item be pulled for discussion and that additional bids
be sought to do this critical work of repairing the Pajaro rail bridge. Our county purchased a rail
line and we are obligated to repair and maintain our rail line.

Finally, with respect to the ACL agreement. A recent one sided, unidirectional letter was sent by
Guy Preston indicating that he felt the RTC’s obligations to the ACL were met. This has not
been confirmed by Progressive Rail and is a one sided statement. Our obligations to repair the
rail line are clear in the language below from the ACL

5.1.  Initial Rehabilitation and Repair Projects. During Phase I of this Agreement, the
Commission agrees to pay for (or cause payment for) repairs to the Freight Easement Property,
including all damaged bridges, overpasses, trestles, culverts, and track, necessary to allow
Railroad to operate the Freight Easement to MP 7.0. During Phase II of this Agreement, the
Commission will pay for (or cause payment for) repairs from .MP 7.0 to MP 31.39 (up to Class
·1 track classification) within the next three years following grant of the license to provide
Transportation Service, provided that if the Commission fails to make the required repairs from
MP 7.0 to :tvfP 31.39 within the three years, the requirements for service provided by Section
2.4.1.3(a) wil] be extended accordingly. After these repairs are complete the Commission shall
have no further obligation to maintain or repair the Freight Easement Property or Railroad
Facilities.

Respectfully,

Iwalani Faulkner, Director, Equity Transit


















